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From the Editorial Desk…
SANCALP… A pledge… An oath…!!
A pledge to make it better, an oath to make it different!!
Putting together this 12th issue of our very own college magazine was a journey of its own. Right from compiling, editing, typing, and
designing; to meeting the deadlines. It has been one hell of a rollercoaster ride.
In keeping with the belief that ―Change is the only thing that is Permanent‖; you will find the tenor of this year’s magazine, a bit
different from the rest. An educational cover story, special messages from ex-teachers, the path breaking ―Best Article Competition‖

started this year onwards, being the highlights.
Every effort has been made to cover the various events of this year- ―Freshers party, Sports, Rediscovering Stone Age (art exhibition),

Hog-A-Thon (food and games day), etc to recreate the experience for all readers.
Our sincere apologies to all whose articles couldn’t make it in print. It is only due to space constraint that we had to let go off some really

worthy write ups.
A special thanks to all our teachers for their excellent guidance, the magazine committee for their efforts and the publishers for their

patience. Without the team work, you would not have had SANCALP in your hand this year.
Now that you have grabbed your copy, sit down and enjoy… Happy Reading!!!

Dhara, Prajakta, Mrunmayee, Priyanka
EDITORS

The Editorial Committee
Sitting (L-R)
Mrunmayee, Dhara, Joshi Madam,
Prajakta, Priyanka
Standing (L-R)
Rudri, Ketaki, Shanita, Harshal, Manasvi

Members of the Student's Council
Sitting(L-R)
Mayur, Apurv Sir, Joshi Madam,
Dhara (G.S.), Vinita, Prajakta
Standing (L-R)
Sukrut, Zeeshan, Sneha, Rasika,
Sharwari, Sayali, Ankit, Samantha,
Shanita, Jaydeep

MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER PRESIDENT
It is my proud privilege to express my greetings and good wishes to Sancheti Institute College Of
Physiotherapy(SICOP).
It is a matter of pride to see many students of SICOP achieving great success and academic
milestones in their career.The faculty and staff of the College are deeply involved in delivering a

world class education of professional excellence and developing discipline and integrity.
SICOP has proved to the world that success is constantly the property of brilliant who are ready for

hard work, dedication and confidence.
WISHING YOU ALL THE BEST.
PADMAVIBHUSHAN DR. K. H. SANCHETI
CHIEF ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEON
FOUNDER PRESIDENT

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
It gives me immense pleasure to address you through the column. Education and learning, as we
know is one of the most important processes as it lays the foundation of a successful career. We at
Sancheti Healthcare Academy, through our untiring efforts ensure every student from our institute
has a bright future ahead.
Sancheti Healthcare Academy is known as one of the finest Institute in healthcare sector and credit
goes to Ms. Manisha Sanghavi and her team. I take this opportunity to congratulate them all for
their untiring efforts to ensure that our students get the best education which will not only help
them to grow but on the personal front as well. We have consistently worked hard to provide our
students state of the art infrastructure and most up to date facilities coupled with a healthy
environment for effective learning. I take pride to say that SICOP students are highly efficient and
they have mastered the skills in physiotherapy rehabilitation as well as patient handling.
Research is vital for the growth of mankind and education is incomplete without research. Research
enables us to stay abreast with the current knowledge and render most up to date treatment to the
patients.
Wish you great success in all your future endeavours.

“Trust in your own light. It is always there shining within you”
Maria Uman.
DR. PARAG SANCHETI
MS (ORTH), DNB (ORTH), MCh (ORTH) UK,
PROFESSOR & CHAIRMAN, SIOR.

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Today's Health care industry is one of the most complex, dynamic and fastest growing industries in
the world, which in turn has fuelled the demand for Leaders with both business acumen and
exceptional insight into complexities of this industry. Equally critical is the need for creative new
approaches to improve patient's outcome, access to care, and cost management strategies etc.
The tremendous scope and demand for skilled professionals in the healthcare sector has helped to
establish the Sancheti Healthcare Academy a long standing vision of DR. K. H. SANCHETI….
The world class faculty with its excellent infrastructure and commitment to deliver high quality of
education is at par with the best in the world!
My Directorial responsibilities primarily focus upon providing quality education and priority on
applying the best principles of management, entrepreneurship, and innovation to reshape this
industry with Bachelors and Masters programme in Physiotherapy giving an insight into the world
of Healthcare…..
It is with lot of humbleness and honour that I have taken up the responsibility of heading the
academy as the Executive Director.
I WISH ALL THE VERY BEST TO ALL THE STUDENTS AND HOPE THEY REACH THE
GREATER HEIGHTS IN THEIR CAREER……
MRS. MANISHA SANGHAVI
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SANCHETI HEALTHCARE ACADEMY

FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK
It is my great pleasure to join this esteemed institute and proud to be associated
with you all. As I have taken the responsibility as principal from
Dr.(Mrs.)S.M.Sabnis, it's a great challenge for me to maintain the standards
which she has set in.
Our institute is very well known for its bright academic performance. Every
year our students name is shining in University merit list.
But after joining, what I have seen that our students are having talent not only in
academics but in other extracurricular activities also, which includes art, craft
etc., which is highly appreciated.
Let us all collectively put efforts to take our Sancheti College of Physiotherapy to
greater heights with excellence in education.

DR. (MRS.) SAVITA A. RAIRIKAR
PRINCIPAL, SICOP

MESSAGE FROM DR. MRS. SABNIS
Finally, the time has come for me to say goodbye to you all. As everything in this
world has to come to an end some day, my tenure as Principal has ended.
However, performance of all my students, past and present, has played,
greatest role in my success and the success of this College. Number of students
in the Merit Lists of the University from every class, publications of Research
Papers from our students in National And International Journals And the prizes
won in those Papers, have all contributed to it.
Dear Students, your success in academic and extra-curricular activities has
taken Sancheti college to the height of #1 college in Physiotherapy world.
Needless to say, that our experienced and ever-guiding Teaching Staff and
equally efficient Non-Teaching staff has contributed in achieving this glory.
I am sure you wil reach new heights of success in the years to come. I will
certainly miss the action in future but my best wishes will always be there with
you. May you reach greater heights in your career and keep the name of
Sancheti College shining as ever!

DR. (MRS.) SHAILA SABNIS
EX-PRINCIPAL, SICOP
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SABNIS MA'AM – MY FRIEND,
PHILOSOPHER & GUIDE!!
It was a very pleasant morning, 9.00 am & a
hundred and ten patients waiting to get
registered, six physiotherapists eager to do their
job well; making sure that every patient receives
physiotherapy consultation and treatment. By
2.00pm we felt sense of satisfaction that every
patient had been cared for. This was at Jalgaon in
2001, where I had the privilege of conducting a
camp with Mrs. Sabnis and our interns.
Jalgaon, Warananagar, Chiplun – the places may
have changed but the satisfaction remains the

-DR. (MRS.) VASANTI JOSHI
VICE PRINCIPAL

same. Madam and me had attended and organised
many camps in different places as well as day
camps in different parts of Pune city with our very

enthusiastic students and interns.
Madam and me shared similar views about our
students; in addition to their classroom learning, it
was real world exposure that made them good

physiotherapists.

I have had many opportunities to travel with her, be it
for the exams, paper setting or meetings, interact with
different people, meet many officials, see different
institutions. In the past 15 years, the journey has been
lot more than just academics.
It is not often that you find a leader whom you respect,
admire and call a good friend. I am very fortunate to
say that I have found friend , philosopher and guide in
Sabnis madam!!

Working with students not only makes their
learning better, but also teachers learn a lot
through the interaction with them… and Sabnis

madam is a strong believer of this fact!!
I have learnt much from her- dedication for the
profession, discipline, love, affection and always

to work for best quality patient care.

ARGUMENTS – FIGHTING A LOSING BATTLE
Discuss, but don't argue. Arguments should be avoided. A lot of heartache can be prevented by being a little
careful. The best way to win an argument is to avoid it!!
An argument is one thing you will never win. If you win, you lose; if you lose, you lose… if you win an argument
but lose a good job, customer, friend or marriage; what kind of victory is

it?? Pretty empty!!
Argument is like fighting a losing battle. Even if one wins, the cost may be
more than the victory is worth. A bigger fool than the one who knows it

all is the one who argues with him!!
SHIV KHERA
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Compiled byPriyamwada Hinge
I BPTh

YEAR AT A GLANCE
•

•

•

•

Padmashree Padmabhushan Dr. K H Sancheti
sir was bestowed with the prestigious
“PADMAVIBHUSHAN” honour this year. We
are indeed blessed to have had a chance to learn
from him. Heartiest congratulations sir!!
Sancheti Institute College of Physiotherapy
welcomes Dr. Mrs. Savita A. Rairikar as our
new principal. We look forth to your excellent
guidance maam!!
Dr. Parag Sancheti, Chairman SIOR and
Dr.
Nilima Bedekar, Professor SICOP have been
recognized as Ph.D guide under MUHS.
Heartiest congratulations!!
―Participation restrictions in teenager with
Down's Syndrome… An Indian Scenario‖ by
Dr. Gajanan Bhalerao was published in NDTA
Network- Nov. Dec. issue- Adults With

Congenital Disabilities.
Workshops/ Camps/ Seminars:
•

―Spinal Cord Injury Support Group‖

started

this year by Dept. of Neurosciences under the

•

•

guidance of Dr. Gajanan Bhalerao, attended by
MPTh Students on the 21st January 2012 at SIOR
MUHS Syllabus Reformation workshop for
Teachers conducted at the Sancheti Healthcare
Academy on the 16th January 2012, which was
attended by MUHS faculty.
Department of Neurosciences and MS society of
India (Pune Branch) organized a Multiple
Sclerosis Camp at SIOR on 14th November
2011.

Prizes and Awards
Aavishkar Research Paper Competition
•
Dr. Apurv Shimpi received 1st prize in the
Teachers category.
•
Avani Desai, MPT received 1st prize in paper
presentation in PG category.
•
Roshni Karnik, MPT received 2nd prize in paper
presentation in PG category.
Academics
I BPTh
1st Rank – Shanita Fernandes
2nd Rank – Divya Kawediya
II BPTh
1st Rank – Rasika Shah( University Topper)
2nd Rank – Harshal Kulkarni

III BPTh
1st Rank – Dhara Kanabar (University Topper)
2nd Rank – Priyanka Mehendale
IV BPTh
1st Rank – Neha Amarnani
2nd Rank – Sejal Prabhu
MPTh
Abhilasha Gundesha, 1st in Neurosciences
(University Topper)
Neha Gupta, 3rd in Muskuloskeletal
Sports
BADMINTON:
Girls Singles
Winner – Vinita Ghate, IV BPTh
Runner up – Pranjali Thengodkar, Intern
Boys Singles
Winner – Gaurav Kutaskar, IV BPTh
Runner Up – Abhishek Gujar , I BPTh
Girls Doubles
Winner – Vinita Ghate & Radhika Patel, IV BPTh
Runner up – Pranjali Thengodkar & Pooja Shah,
Intern
Boys Doubles
Winner – Abhishek Gujar & Anay Desai , I BPTh
Runner Up – Gaurav Kutaskar & Keyur Gandhi,

IV BPTh
Mixed Doubles
Winner – Vinita Ghate & Gaurav Kutaskar, IV

BPTh
Runner up – Pranjali Thengodkar & Ronak
Mohite, Intern
TABLE TENNIS
Girls Singles
Winner – Vinita Ghate, IV BPTh
Runner up – Pranjali Thengodkar, Intern
Girls Doubles
Winner – Vinita Ghate & Mrudula Shetye, IV
BPTh
Runner up – Vrindaa Suri & Niyotee Koranne,
III BPTh
Boys Singles
Winner – Abhishek Gujar, I BPTh
Runner up – Zeeshan Bhimani, IV BPTh
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Boys Doubles
Winner - Abhishek Gujar & Anay Desai , I BPTh
Runner up – Chintan Kataria & Gaurav
Kutaskar, IV BPTh
CARROM
Winner –Vinita Ghate & Mrudula Shetye, IV
BPTh
Runner up—Ronak Mohite & Pranjali
Thengodkar, Interns
CHESS
Winner – Niyotee Koranne, III BPTh
Runner Up – Mayur Revadkar, MPT
SCRABBLE
Winner – Dhara Kanabar, IV BPTh
Runner up – Vrindaa Suri, III BPTh
Rediscovering Stone Age (Art Exhibition):
Hand-y Art
1st – Nidhi Agrawal, II BPTh
2nd - Poorva Devi, II BPTh
Jewellery Designing
1st - Likhita Chandak, IV BPTh
2nd – Devika Bhide, II BPTh
Clay Modeling
1st – Rucha Sahastrabbuddhe , I BPTh
2nd – Chetana Aher, IV BPTh
Stone Painting
1st – Manisha Kaurani, III BPTh
2nd – Devika Bhide, II BPTh + Likhita Chandak,
IV BPTh
Theme Rangoli
1st – Shraddha Kodilkar, IV BPTh
2nd – Nidhi Agrawal/Hema Naidu II BPTh
+ Likhita Chandak/ Swati Buch, IV BPTh
Traditional Rangoli
1st – Yuganta Mhatre/Chaitali Nagapurkar, IV

BPTh
2nd – Purvi Raisoni, MPTh
Class Masterpiece
1st – III BPTh
2nd - IV BPTh
Non competitive
1st –Ketki Thosar, IIBPTh
2nd –Prajakta Nair, IV BPTh
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Hog-A-Thon (treasure hunt)
Winners – IV BPTh
Shaivi Thaker,
Shaili Kapadia,
Chintan Kataria,
Keyur Gandhi,
Prachee Jajoo.
Debate (Best Speakers)
Sharwari Mutsaddi, I BPTh
Kalyani Shivarkar, II BPTh
Farhat Haindade, III BPTh
Prachee Jajoo, IV BPTh
SANCALP (BEST ARTICLE)
ENGLISH
1st Prachee Jajoo, IV BPTh
2nd Radhika Patel, IV BPTh
MARATHI/HINDI
1st Priyanka Mhalagi, IV BPTh
2nd Trupti kulkarni, III BPTh
SPECIAL PRIZES
•

Vahbiz Bharucha, I BPTh – Gold medal at the All
India

•

Women's

Rugby

Tournament,

participated in the Asian Women's Rugby
Championship (8 position in 12 countries)
Kanchan Musmada, I BPTh – Artistic Skating, 3
gold medals at district level; 3 gold medals at

•
•
•

state level
Devika Bhide, II BPTh – 1st prize in solo classical
dance at HARMONY YOUTH FESTIVAL
Sayali Dhuri, III BPTh - 1st prize at district level
mallakhamb competition
Vinita Ghate & Mrudula Shetye, IV BPTh - 1st
prize in Carrom at VEDANT Intercollege

•

Festival by B J Medical college.
Sayli Dhuri & Sneha Raut, III BPTh – Runners
Up in Carrom at VEDANT Intercollege Festival

•

by B J Medical college.
Vinita Ghate, IV BPTh – 1st prize in Badminton
at VEDANT Intercollege Festival by B J Medical

college.

1ST PRIZE IN AVISHKAR

ABSTRACT

Effect of Dance Therapy on Balance and Functional
Outcome in Parkinson's Patient: A Case Series
Avani Shah (MPT student) Anupama Paranjape, Ishwari Upasani
Guide: Dr. Mrs.Vasanti Joshi (PT) Associate Professor
Aims: To observe the effects of dance therapy on
balance and functional outcome on Parkinson's
Objectives:
•
To observe the effect of dance therapy on static
and dynamic balance in Parkinson's patients.
•
To observe the effects of dance therapy on
functional outcome in Parkinson's patients.
Methodology:
•
•
•

Study design: A Case Series
Sample population and size: 4 Parkinson's
patients from the community of Pune.
Sampling technique: Convenient

•

Inclusion criteria: Patients diagnosed as
Parkinson's disease with Grade I & II Hoen &
Yarr
•
Exclusion criteria: Patients suffering from any
other orthopaedic, neurological, cardiovascular
complications were excluded.
Conclusion:
Dance therapy certainly shows significant positive
changes in the balance as well as their confidence level
and functional outcome.
Clinical significance:
There is improvement in the static as well as dynamic
balance and also in their functional outcome.
Therefore this can be incorporated as an intervention
for this special population

2ND PRIZE IN AVISHKAR

PREVALENCE OF RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS
IN SCHOOL TEACHERS
Authors

: Dr. Roshni Karnik(P.T), Dr . Shweta Manwadkar(PT), Dr.Veena Krishnanand(P.T), Dr.Savita
Rairikar(P.T),Dr.Shaila Sabnis(P.T)
Sancheti Institute College of Physiotherapy, Pune

ABSTRACT:
Background:
According to various studies, the overall lung function
tests in school teachers' show reduced values as
compared to other individuals. Majority of the school

teachers in India, are continuously exposed to
inorganic particles like chalk dust, which are proven to
be a health hazard.
Aim:
The aim of the study is to find prevalence of
respiratory symptoms in school teachers.
Objectives:
1.
To find prevalence of respiratory symptoms.
2.

To know the most common symptom
prevailing.
3.
To measure the PEFR values in teachers.
Methodology:
This was a cross sectional study, with convenience
sampling, conducted using a questionnaire,
considering only female teachers. An objective test in
the form of peak expiratory flow rate measurement

was performed to get a rough idea about the lung
function.
Results:
According to this study, 90% of the sample size
suffered from one or more of the below mentioned
respiratory symptoms. Prevalence of dry cough was
maximum (64%), followed by hoarseness of voice
(58%), cold (40%), watering of eyes (24%), wet cough
(22%), breathlessness and tightness of chest (18%
each). The PEFR values of majority interviewed
teachers was in the range of 300 to 350 lit/min, which
was less compared to the western standard value of
400 lit/min for females.
Conclusion:
Thus on the basis of these results, we can conclude,
there is a strong prevalence of respiratory symptoms in
school teachers. One of the factors causing these
symptoms could be the continuous exposure of the
teachers to chalk dust . However, further studies
should be performed on a larger sample size, taking
into account clinical studies like pulmonary function
test (PFT) and radiographs, to know the accurate lung
functions and condition.
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2012 PHENOMENON: AN APOCALYPSE OF MINDSETS
dogmas‖ will be created. Science and Spirituality are to

Changing times,
Ending the world,

blend together, creating a view so refined, it will set

Blasts and quakes

things right. A holistic, healthy view on things will be
achieved.

Of shattered fates...

So how do we even begin to change minds? We need to

With so many end of the world predictions, who hasn't
heard of the greatest phenomenon believed to hit the
earth? A range of eschalogical beliefs predict that
cataclysmic or transformative events will occur on 21st
December 2012, the day believed to mark the end of the

follow the people who have already started with this
change. Anna Hazare, Mahatma Gandhi, Mother
Teresa, Robin Sharma, the list just goes on. If only each
one of us realises the need of the hour and take that
step towards tolerance and later acceptance.

time. Several theories evolved from the 'original belief'
to the 'New Age interpretation' claiming that the year

Truly, a phenomenon couldn't be any greater than the
one we are about to experience. Global in nature, it'll

2011 was the 11th hour.
The original belief predicts that the 2012 date marks
the end of the world as we know it, physically,

wipe out the apartheid of minds, cleanse our very
souls and make us magnanimous. Let's take this
world, from a beginning of an end to a new beginning.

resulting from catastrophes in the near future.

Cleansing our hearts,

Preachers from various eras and sects have time and
again, emphasized that, as the Mesoamerican long

Bathing our souls,

count calendar comes to an end, so will the mortals,

Shining the light,

when God will decree the fate of all humans in the

Open minds with a goal...

order of death, judgement, heaven or hell.

- Bhavika Chauhan

A new Age movement developed in the 20th century

SYBPTh

interprets; this date marks the start of a new era.
Drawing upon both Western and Eastern spiritual
concepts a ―Spirituality without borders or confining

• The next time there's an awkward silence, try whispering, "Did
you forget your line?"
• My ex-boyfriend is spreading rumours that I'm schizophrenic.
Well, three can play at that game.
• My doctor said I need to quit my helium addiction before I get
carried away.
• I'll accomplish something with my life as soon as my computer
breaks and I lose my phone.
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Complied by
Dhara Kanabar
4th BPTh

AN ARROW THROUGH MY HEART!!
28th february' 2011
What must he be thinking about as he moved his
fingers

mechanically

in

response

to

instructions?Ek don teen char paach... Parat'... Ek don
teen char paach... Paach!!Those were the exact number
of hours it took to get Nyaneshwar and Jyoti to the
hospital. That's the earliest possible they could reach
from Shervadi a hamlet 150 km from Pune. It must
have been an ordinary squabble between the couple or
maybe she had a fight with the neighbours may be she
was sick of their economic status... No one knows...No
one will ever know.
The first day I met Nyaneshwar... It was the morning of
Monday 28thFeb 2011. He seemed pretty composed
and co operative like any other patient with 20%
superficial to deep burns present on his face forearms
and left thigh. I finished my basic evaluation and
treated him along with two other patients. What made
me think about him after I left the ward was his history.
Of getting burnt. He had tried saving his wife by
extinguishing the blaze that was engulfing her and it
was mentioned that she had attempted suicide.
That day whatever few times I thought of him, I
thought of the anguish in him. Of how angry he must
be, with her, for endangering their lives. For even
thinking of orphaning their young children aged 5yr n
1.5yrs. Of how he would manage to raise the kids with
the same financial constraints, his own physical status
post burns and now without her. His wife of 6 yrs. All
was apparently well. They were living in a rented
room. The other tenants of the building had helped
Nyaneshwar get to the hospital that night. It couldn't
be a fight with them. Then why?
The next day, 1stmarch,tuesday
I had to make a list of the patients to treat for the day. I
entered the female critical ward first. I saw this one
patient. Her face was charred beyond recognition. She
told me she couldn't breathe comfortably. I comforted
her and left the room to check other patients when I
heard a familiar voice pleading to me in the same
dialect I had heard somewhere recently, I turned to see
who it was and hear what it had to say, my brain kept
struggling to place the face. I turned around saw a
familiar freckled old lady asking me how the girl was
going be. Her words didn't reach me as I just couldn't
place her still. I just gave her some assurance n started
working. Too much had been happening at my end in
those past 24 hrs to remember faces and identify voices
I had just seen and heard once.
I treated my patients for the day and as I read the
female critical ward patient's file I now knew that the

my

patient whom I saw 1st in the morning was Jyoti. The
one who burnt herself and Nyaneshwar. The one, who
was causing so much trouble for their weak parents.
Because of whom their kids were being taken care of by
relatives and friends. The one who now wanted to
breathe n who wanted all her pain and discomfort to
go away.
And the pleading old lady with the familiar voice was
Nyaneshwar's mother who had been muttering
similar things the previous day when i was treating
him. But at that time she spoke covering her mouth n
nose to escape from the 'burnt skin smell'. I couldn't
recognise her face today but the dialect couldn't be
missed. Nyaneshwar's parents had rushed to the
hospital after receiving the news. So the old couple
would sit by their son and daughter in law in turns.
The old lady would sit with Nyaneshwar when he was
to be fed. Jyoti was on IV. The old man would be with
his daughter in law when the doctors took rounds. It
was a sad sight to see the old couple run from this ward
to that exchanging roles and trying to find people who
would help them follow the doctor's instructions. The
nursing staff was over worked as usual. Having to look
after 1 relative in the hospital is traumatising enough
and here the couple had to look after two! That too in
the burns ward.
That day my thoughts were cloudier. Suicidal/
homicidal attempts causing burns n getting admitted
as stove blast victims to avoid police cases was very
common to the burns ward. I shouldn't have been so
disturbed. I couldn't get over this case. Why did she do
that? How could she do that? Didn't she once think
about her little children, who were now at the mercy of
their some distant relatives? Had the situation become
so out of control that it wouldn't let her think straight
and force her to take the extreme step?
I thought about this over lunch... Through my lectures
and at tea time... That night I quite figured it out for
myself that Jyoti had acted plain selfish and mindless.
She probably wanted things Nyaneshwar couldn't
offer in the meagre salary he earned by off loading
sand bags from trucks day in and out. Maybe this was
just an attempt to blackmail him emotionally. The
damage she had caused to the family, physically and
financially was irreparable but the scars of the
emotional and mental trauma were the ones that
would heal slowest n probably never go away. I hated
her at that moment and decided her behaviour was
unacceptable and she deserved no sympathy. What
she had done was unforgivable and once she was out
of the critical ward I would give her a good piece of
mind.
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2nd march'2011 Wednesday,
The count was lesser today. A few patients from the
male ward had been discharged. And there was a
death in the female critical ward. Jyoti couldn't make it
through the night. I distributed the patients and
headed to Nyaneshwar's bed. His mother was helping
him sit up in bed as he straightened up seeing me. He
began to move his limbs for exercise like he did daily.
His face displayed no emotions. Though he never

spoke much, today his silence was more pronounced.
Did they tell him about jyoti's death? He would have
understood anyway. Since both his parents were with
him today. Otherwise either of them would be by
jyoti's side. It was not difficult to tell. Plus the nurses
didn't bother not to discuss cases and deaths in front of
other patients. I chose against offering condolence as I
dreaded a breakdown. I had other patients to treat and
this case had been particularly occupying most of my

head all the time anyway. So we began the session.
Yet I kept looking at his face, trying to decipher his
thoughts, to read his mind, to look into his eyes and
uncover the emotion he was experiencing... Must be
anger I had assumed. I was so sure. He should be a
saint if he could forgive her for what she had done.
Sadness and tears could come later after his own scars
had healed. Not now. Right now you have to be angry
Nyaneshwar. Very angry. With Jyoti, with God, with
life. For putting you in this situation. Or are you angry
with yourself for not being able to meet Jyoti's never
ending demands? For not being able to save her life?

For letting your kids become orphans?
No Nyaneshwarit's not your fault. I wanted to tell him
that as he let me stretch the scar over his thigh today
without any resistance at all. He didn't require the
usual lecture before getting out of the bed and taking a
walk in the corridor with me. He would have done 10
new exercises mechanically today. I wanted to ask him
to stop and just talk. And let his angst flow. But he eyes

wouldn't meet mine.
He probably just wanted to be alone and grieve. He
was doing fine and was actually ready for discharge.
The skin had healed and there were hardly any open
wounds. I told him he was going to be fine and that he
was recovering well. He just sat on the bed with his
head hung low. I told him I would come back after
treating other patients to give him the instructions for

home care. I left miffed.
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When I came back to his bed in two hours, his parents
had packed their belongings and he sat on his bed with
a monkey cap on his head and a loose shirt and shorts
which wouldn't irritate the healing scars. I began to
explain the precautions to be taken at home. As I
picked his hand to explain how the skin was expected

to heal and the possibility of developing scars over his

wrists and elbows later in case he didn't exercise. I saw
something which stopped everything around me all at
once...
On the volar aspect of his right forearm there was a
tattoo. The typical one with green ink. It was of the
shape of a heart with an arrow across it. In the heart the
letters N and J were inscribed. I hadn't quite noticed it
for so long. But now it was very distinct. Through the
burns, through the healing skin, through the pain,
through death and through silence...Something that
remained the same was the tattoo...
It melted my heart. He LOVED her and was missing
her. She was dead now and it probably WAS an
accident. A very unfortunate one. I spoke to his old
mother with the dialect after that and I came to know
that Nyaneshwar and Jyoti were childhood
sweethearts. Married, when she was 15 and he
17.They had moved out of their village to find better
jobs and stayed in a rented room where they had 2
lovely children. They were living hand to mouth but
they were happy nevertheless. Because they loved
each other and they wanted to make it work and make
things better for all of them. She would have 1
argument in 2 months with her neighbours over some
issue to protect the interest of her family. She never
cursed or blamed Nyaneshwar and only supported
him in everything. He didn't have any addictions and
she was not a wicked cruel woman after all.
She loved her husband and her family and her life too
much to do anything bad. Leave aside burning herself
and injuring her husband. It was a stove blast after all.
She must have been waiting for him all evening and
tried to reheat the food for him late night when the
stove blew shattering their lives forever. In a split
second everything came undone.
I felt so guilty for blaming Jyoti. For being so
prejudiced. For assuming everything. It was all too
much for me to take at one time and as I entered the
ward again Nyaneshwar was looking at me to express
gratitude for treating him but I couldn't look into his
eyes this time. My heart wept for him and his kids and
Jyoti. 'I am sorry' I wanted to say. For everything that
happened to your lovely family. I did look into his eyes
for a moment and to capture his feelings. All I saw was
loneliness and sadness which couldn't be replaced by
any good words ever. And I didn't have anything to
say anyway.
What I will never be able to see now though and only
imagine, is the identical tattoo that Jyoti had on the
volar aspect of her left forearm with the heart... Except
that this time I can feel the arrow piercing my heart
Kalashree Pendharkar,
Intern

BEING A PART OF SPINAL CORD
INJURY SUPPORT GROUP CAMP
With a spinal cord injury,
We know, living is a feat…
That's why we have our support group,
To help you get back on your feet….
-Alopa Madane.
The mere mention of paraplegia or
quadriplegia sends shivers down most of the people's
spine. How many people have you come across who
have told you that, ―Aare Guzarish acchi movie thi, par
bohot depressing thi yaar!‖ If something as normal as
watching a movie can be depressing, just imagine what
must be happening to the patients who are suffering
from this!
I still remember my first paraplegia patient.
Though I had just helped in his treatment, I will never
forget him. Since then, I was curious about the prognosis
of these patients. So when the idea of this camp was put
forth, I volunteered with alacrity. The pre-camp
preparation period taught me many things. My
colleague and I were given the responsibility of
propagating this wonderful brainchild of our professors
and spine surgeons. Right from making pamphlets to
contacting and meeting different spine and neurosurgeons of Pune, I was exposed to many things! My

BORN FROM A BOOM BOX
A beat…a rhythm…..a move….. a step. Music isn't
just an art form; it is a portrayal of one's emotions.
Dance gives you the liberty to express yourself
freely and a chance to be yourself. Under the
shower, you are a rock star and the world is a
stage. At the bus-stop you have your ipod plugged
in and your feet can't seem to stop. While some of
us can never feel this way, the rest who can, were
just born
this way.

other PG mates were busy in making registration forms,
assessment and home environment formats. Going out of the
campus and interacting with many well-known consultants was
a lesson in itself. Glowing with pride in positive response is easier
than facing a straight forward negative response. But this
responsibility taught me how to handle something that is not
expected.
The day of Spinal Cord Injury Support Group Camp

kick started with inauguration ceremony. The patients went
through work stations like registration, assessment, treatment
and diet advice. As it is known that many of these patients are
depressed and anxious about their future, we included
psychological counselling team. I realised that the patients were
feeling awkward while asking personal questions about their
sexual lives, but we were happy to know that our support made
them much comfortable.
Most of the patients gave a positive feedback and were
satisfied with what they received through the camp. Today, I am
a proud member of this support group and thoroughly believe in
the motto“DON'T CALL THEM DISABLED, THEY ARE JUST
DIFFERENTLY ABLED.”
MPTH

THE MAGICAL SMILE
Smile at every situation,
it puts your enemy in a fudge,
Makes you enjoy your life,
and forget every grudge.
Smile when you are with your patient, it makes them feel great,
It works like magic, as TENS on the Pain-Gate!!
Your smile will brighten their darkest day,
Your smile will take their pain away.

Nothing can be called noise. I find music in a bird's
chirp, the rustling of leaves and in every tinkling
bell. Have you ever wondered what it would be
like to waltz through life? Tripping gaily to a song
unmindful of the world rushing past you?

When your friends have sadness on their face,
and troubles around them piled,
The world will seem a better place;
it will all be because you smiled...

Some songs have a way with your heart. With the
very first note your face lights up, the stars seem to
descend and you are transported to your happy
place. The world calls it an escape from
reality ….. I call it a shortcut to nirvana.
Here's to music and dance….
For all those times you stood by me,
For all the truth you made me see
For all the joy you brought to my life,
For all the wrong that you made right
With our head held high, we say, we were born
from a boom box.

Smile when you reach home after a long tiring day,
A smile you will find on your mother's face, as on her lap your head

you lay.
Her smile is like an angel's wings, flapping while the angel sings,
Her smile fills you with ambition, makes her joy your mission.
Smile, smile & smile, and shine those teeth you got,
Make others wish they had a smile like the one you got!!
Keep smiling, smile more and more,

My request to you dear friends,
Smile to the core!!
Farhat Haindade,

- Prachi Jajoo
(4th year)

3rd Yr
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BOMB'BAY

DIARIES

I wouldn't call myself an ―assal Punekar‖. Nor
would anyone who knows me well, but

being a staunch

loyalist and having to defend my birthplace constantly
during the regular '‖Pune sucks Mumbai rocks‖ debates
with the hostelites , I went into Bombay with my bag of
prejudices, determined to hate the hot and humid climate,
the congested streets, the dirt and the grime.
Alighting from the train at VT station, what first
struck me was the maddening pace of the city. We seemed to
be the only ones standing still while all around us people
moved like clockwork. Amidst the constant buzz of
announcements each train brought in a fresh wave of people,
which seemed to spill and disperse in a matter of minutes.
No account of Bombay can be complete without a
mention of the 'Locals' which transcend beyond mere
transport to form a delightful pot-pourii where people from
all walks of life rub shoulders, exchanging both small talk
and dreams.
We must have had the maximum goofups in the
history of train travel! Buying 2nd class tickets but boarding
the first class compartment by mistake, getting down at the
next station in order to get into the right one and then chasing
after the train like maniacs as it picked up speed even before
we had remotely located the confounded coach!
End result??..... Half of us managed to cling on for dear life,
the other half (who had all our tickets by the way) almost fell
to their deaths not realizing where the platform ended and
eventually missed the train.

Then it happened!! Mumbai was up in flames yet

again. Three explosions…..one rocking the very heart of
South Bombay. I shuddered to think what might have
happened, had we not left the market a few hours earlier. The
most chilling moment was when our cell phones suddenly
turned off! Although undertaken by the police as a security
measure it proved to be highly unnerving for the people
trying to get in touch with their dear
s.
A lot has been written about the irrepressible spirit of
Mumbai but as I saw a boy sell 'vadapaav'
on the very
platform which had trembled and crumbled the night before,
I realized, these people are left with little choice. For most,
fears and tears are indeed unwonted luxuries.
Watching the sunrise at the 'Gateway' I mused on

all the experiences this pulsating
city had offered me…….
Myriad like the sky's changing colours. The next morning I
said my goodbyes with a heavy heart and returned home
with a whole new perspective and some lovely memories.
Prajakta Nair
(4th Year)

My Great Granny

Finally aboard I found myself caught in a mini
stampede, being pushed out again! After having a plastic
tray jammed into my back, a musty purse thrust up my nose
and in general being tossed around like a rag doll, I made a
strict mental note never to curse Pune's traffic woes ever
again. I couldn't help but marvel these gritty people who
faced so many hardships day in and day out, just to get to
work.

In 1903 you were born,

I knew given an option I would rather remain
unemployed than face all this!
'South Bombay' was love at first sight! The colonial
architecture and the quaint cobbled streets made even the
mundane mesmerizing. Be it the imposing 'Asiatic Society
Building' or the windswept Taj, each stony wall oozed
history and a rich heritage which stood in defiance to the
clutter of modern life….

So beautiful was your smile.

The Mumbai rain caught us unawares. This like
everything else in this 'Maximum City' was larger than life.
(We went out with zero umbrellas and returned with half a
dozen!) However this did not deter us from ambling down
the colourful 'Colaba Causeway', haggling till our mouths
ached and soaking in the old world charm of Leopold and
Piccadilly. We had our Bollywood moments too! Barging
into Xavier's campus incognito and posing at the 'Jaane tu'
basketball court was an absolute riot!
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kolaveri, kolaveri di!) Even at this late hour both families
and lovers alike continued to pour in, to enjoy the tranquility
and view. Mumbai truly is a city that never sleeps!

Another escapade that is likely to remain with me
forever, is being sprawled out on the ledge of Marine Drive at
2am, gazing at the stars overhead, lost in thought while
listening to the waves gently lapping the shoreline. (The
moment was unfortunately ruined when one of my friends
so overcome with emotion burst into a mournful…Why this

I was lucky to have you with me for so long.
At the age of 106 you passed by,
Old age was the cause that got you of my sight.
So beautiful you were my dearest great granny,
Can't imagine you more live.
So nice was to have its sight.
So awesome was your memory.
So awesome was your lifestyle.
I always prayed you lived years and years alive,
But once you said ‖Tell God to take me once and for all‖.
Tears had rolled out of my eyes hearing that from your
mouth.
Sorry dear couldn't ask God for something like that,
And I always hoped you have a nice life.
May be you were in shear pain and God decided not to
trouble you over and over again.
He called you to him and fulfilled your last wish.
But I hope I would have got a last glimpse…
Stay in peace my dear great granny.
Will always wish you be happy where ever you be …
And you will always be missed by me…
Sneha R Raut
3rd year
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FRIEND LOST

FROM AFRICA TO INDIA……

'Friends forever', you promised
'Together till the end'.
We did everything together.
You were my best friend

My first day in India was an absolute cultural shock!
Picture this… Its 3am and my taxi was speeding away on
the wrong side of the road! As I held on for dear life, I
began to wonder if switching continents was a correct
decision after all!
I love traffic and the priceless scenes one gets to witness on
the Indian roads. A man with his wife and 3 kids riding
one scooter…… an eight feet billboard being transported
on an Activa. (Now that takes skill!) Watching an elderly
woman atop a cycle my first thought was that it would
have been stolen
by now back home!

When I was sad, you were by my side.
When I was scared, you felt my fear.
You always knew what to say.
As long as we had each other
I felt everything would be okay.
But somewhere along the line....
we slowly drifted apart.
I was here and you were there…..
It tore a hole in my heart.
Thing kept changing.
Our cheerful music reversed its tune.
It was like having salt without pepper…..
a sun without its moon.
Suddenly we were miles apart
and nothing was the same
As though we had never been friends,
but neither of us was to blame.
As we grow old, things will change.
But they don't always have to end.
Even though it is difficult now
you will always be my friend!
- Sana. R. Lalkate
(1st year)

As for the food, whether you pick a packet of 'Maggi'
noodles or some popcorn…. Everything contains masala!
Even the lime-juice contains some!
I simply adore 'Bollywood' …. The fact that there is a song
for occasion and the way Salman Khan's shirt
conveniently tears in almost every movie.
I think I have murdered the Hindi language with my
funny accent! (Let's not even start with my Marathi….)
Even with full concentration it takes me five minutes to
understand what the other person is trying to say and
another twenty to come up with a rejoinder. Usually
people can't understand what I'm trying to say so I end up
saying 'no Hindi, only English' which gets me a lot of
stares.
Indians love to stare. I have become a spectacle even in my
own class as I can't pronounce anyone's name correctly….
Apparently not even with my own!
The chaos, the food and the noise all make India truly
unique! I have made amazing friends here and have
experienced some life changing moments. I don't have a
single regret about moving here.
INDIA is now HOME!
Khushboo Tahilram
(1st year)

GENTLY INTO THE
NIGHT
Book review:
Weed by Paro Anand
The topsy-turvy world of Kashmir is recreated through the
eyes of a young boy whose father leaves his family to join

Jihad....
Weed is a novella that churns, seethes, simmers and
smoulders. Its narrator is a young Kashmiri boy Umer,
whose ordinary childhood is one day, shot to pieces when his
father sneaks away into the night to join the Jihad. Weed,
well, may be the simplest tales ever written about one of the
most complex of human predicaments-the psychology of
jihadis/Atankvadis at the heart of the political unrest in
Kashmir-however it is also one that will leave every reader,

young or old, shaken, stirred and saddened.

Umer and Umed's precious ―Abbu‖ deserted them after a
final showdown with their mother, their ―Ammi jaan‖ who
is as recklessly proud of her own honesty, honour and her
beliefs as her possessiveness for her young sons. In one of the
novella's most moving section, Umer and his 'Ammi'
approach an organisation which does help whom they called
the 'half-widowed' and 'half-orphaned'. They discover that
they now have a new identity:‖We have a title now. A name
to call our sadness by HALF. Those whose husbands had
disappeared... taken by the army or by separatists. Or what?‖
It is the ―or what?‖,the unanswered questions, the brooding
over Umer's father's melt-into-the-night disappearance that
shroud Paro Anand's novella like a dull fog: as ―cold-dark‖,
ascerily silent ,but as full of unspeakable terrors as that
nocturnal peregrination that precipitates one family's
freefall into poverty and despair.
Indeed, it is a rare privilege to be invited to share this
youthful gaze upon such a grim world through the medium
of a college magazine.
Meenakshi Kadam
FYBPTh
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GONE MEANS FOREVER. . . HARRY POTTER-THE
(TO THE BEST AJOBA EVER)
SAGA ENDS...!!
There comes a time, when you can't fight fate...
The boy who lived in me, and millions of other
people, and will continue to live in our hearts.3 heroes,7
books,8 movies,10 years... Yes! We are Harry Potter
generation!

Life puts you in a phase, when you have to accept
Something you hate.....
I recall the day, you asked me to be doctor...

Harry Potter...the chosen one, the boy who lived,

And take care of you, when you will be ill....
I couldn't do anything for you; I hold that guilt within me
still.....
When you were in the hospital bed, I was afraid to see you
that way.....
Even though I felt everything would be okay, When I entered
the hospital room,
I couldn't say a word though; I had so much to say.....
I remember seeing you, on your death bed,
Lay so cold and pale; I waited for you to wake up

the survivor, and the master of deathly hallows!The boy
who made my childhood & adolescence at its memorable
best. A boy at tender age of 11 years discovers his powers, his
path to freedom from his caged life but later realises what
awaits for him is an unthinkable evil and that he, marked as
The Chosen One will have to vanquish the evil.
Back in 1997, when Joanne K. Rowling published

her first book-Harry Potter And The Philosopher's Stone, the
era began.....An era of witches and wizards, of potions and
charms, of friends and enemies, of bravery and sacrifice!!
Pages and pages of fantasy, woven so great, had me
entangled so completely that I laughed and cried and
dreaded the future unfolding, even as I yearned to know
what happened next.
Rowling taught me to trust our friends no matter

And called out to you, But to no avail......
That very day, I hold your hand,
To say the final good bye..... I felt empty, I felt lost,
I felt like without you I'd die.....
Tears streamed down my face, to see you that way,
I told you ―Don't go Grandpa! Because I love you each and
every day‖....
I saw them push you into the furnace, and there I fell cold.....
To even think that, after that very moment,
Alone I'd have to face, everything that life unfolds....
Each day is an ordeal to live, even since you went away....
Though everyone says it will be okay, I know that life
without you is,
Never going to be that way.....

what situation and that good always conquers evil.Each
character has given me special message, where, Fred and
George taught us not to be 'Sirius' all the time and
Dumbledore taught about Humanity. Harry taught meYou're braver than you know, Ron-Stronger than you feel
and Hermione - You are smarter than you think and together
they taught us Friendship is Magical!
I couldn't stop crying when Sirius, Dobby,
Dumbledore, Fred, Hedwig, Lupin and none other than
Snape died. The Prince's Tale! The most heart wrenching
love story ever! Rowling summed it up in few pages, when
many other authors spend novels and novels to create a
similar impact. Rowling didn't just write a book, she created
a magical world itself and many of us got pulled into it...
I've learnt-good things come to those who wait,
fears are meant to be conquered, strength can always be
found inside ourselves and adversity demands that we
choose the right way and not the short way...
A whole era of Pottermania has come to an end.
Now I don't have any books to look forward to or movies to
await. But, Harry Potter is something I'll never forget. When
I'll be old and telling my grandchildren about ―The Boy Who
Lived‖& when they ask me, ―after all this time?‖ I will say,
―Always...‖

I know that it's a better place up there,
But Grandpa we aren't together and so I feel it's unfair!

TYBPTh

Seems like yesterday that we were together,
But when I open my eyes; I realise
GONE MEANS FOREVER!!!
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NiyoteeKoranne,

- SANJUKTA AJINKYA
( IV B.P.Th )

HOW TO STAY YOUNG???
1.

Remember, there is no way you can look as bad as that person on your driver's license.

2.

Throw out non-essential numbers. This includes age, weight, and height. Let the doctors worry about them. That's why
you pay them.
Keep only cheerful friends. The grouches pull you down.

3.
4.

Keep learning. Learn more about the computer, gardening, craft, whatever. 'An idle mind is the devil's workshop!' and

the devil's name is Alzheimer's.
5.

Enjoy the simple things.

6.

Laugh often, long and loud. Laugh until you gasp for breath.

7.

The tears happen. Endure, grieve, and move on. The only person who is with us our entire life is OURSELVES.
Compiled by,
Malvika Borgaonkar,
III BPTh

I BELIEVE….

we question why? We have so many leading surgeons,
physicians, engineers, writers renowned all over the world.

Have we ever wondered why there is not one P.T. from India
well known all over? Why do we follow the concepts and

Edgar Allen Poe once said, 'With me, poetry has not been a
purpose but passion‖.
Passion is more than just meeting a goal of providing for
family. Passion is what drives you to wake up every

morning and love what you do.
For a long time even I was unsure of what I wanted. It was
when I met the most wonderful teachers, that I found
myself enjoying my profession. Their passion towards the
profession, the dynamic way they managed patients and
their inclination towards research and excelling their
skills, developed the desire in me to learn… to do more... to
be more than 'just another physio'. By the time I completed
my formative years in school as a PT, I knew what I

wanted. I got a whole new direction towards my work.
I love seeing patients. I love research. I am passionate
about my profession and I want my students to feel the
same way. But, it's disappointing to see the lack of hope in
students. I see people switching their fields every so often.
There is a lot of dissatisfaction around in terms of job

satisfaction, salary etc. that it's depressing…
However, I feel if you like what you do, the world is open
for you. There is so much to learn. There are hundreds of
workshops all over the world. You got to choose what you
like and then pursue your dreams. If there is a will to learn,
money is no criteria. If you really want to do something,

standards laid by American and Australian physical
therapists? Why don't we have our own manual therapy,
cardio and neuro rehab concepts published? Probably..
Because we are just too scared to take the first step. We are
surrounded with so much negativity that we have lost the
ability to think positive. We have conveniently become
followers instead of trying to become a pioneer! We do say we
don't have enough resources for research.. However, how
many of us can stand up and say true to their heart that all of
their researches and projects are done with complete honesty
and without fabrication?
Instead of wasting time in thinking of what you don't have, try
and use what you have and make it your power. There are so
many areas in physical therapy, yet unexplored, that if one is
really interested, he can reach heights.
If you want to be successful in your profession, you have to
start with believing in yourself. If you want others to believe in
you, to respect you, you need to start with believing in yourself
and your profession.
Take the first step now!!!!!!!!
Shweta Gore Tiwari
MPT Cardiopulmonary sciences,
Certified LSVT clinician, Michigan

you will focus all your energy towards it.
The great Confucius once said: ―Choose a job, and you will

never work a day in your life.‖
However, instead of following our dreams, we settle for
what we get and keep cribbing the rest of our lives. Not all
doctors are successful, not all engineers are successful, but
we only look at those who are really successful and get
frustrated that we are not. However, we do not look at the
efforts put behind that success. We do complain that as PTs
we don't get as much money and respect as others, but do
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MOM.. I'm a star!!
As I opened my eyes with glee..
I realized I was surrounded by only me.
I looked frantically for you here and there,
All in vain because I found you no where
As I walked past the lane ahead..
The new abode indeed made its presence felt.
An angel dressed in white stood beside me,
She told me you sent her for just camaraderie.
She wiped my tears just like you did.
She made me laugh, and then she hid.
I heard the thundering and I saw the lightening strike..
I kept pondering or something alike.
Where were you and where was I,
And then the angel came & held her hand in mine..
And now I knew exactly where I was.

MURDER OF
ENGLISH

As she shifted the windows of clouds apart,
So I could see the rains gush down from the bottom
Of the sky's heart.
Oh! I could see you standing down in the rains..
Head raised and smiling at the angel,

Some truly hilarious leave applications which have nearly
murdered The English Language:

Although still in pain

Incidence-1
An employ wanted leave. Hence he applied as:-

―I know you're there‖ she said,
―So do take care of her..

'Since I have to go to my village to sell my land along with my
wife, please grant me a week's leave'.

She'll miss me, her mother so do caress her‖

Incidence-2
A college student applying for leave to the principal:-

Then she looked at me and gave a kiss,
As I tried to smile with tears pouring, not hard to miss!
Then I saw some sparkles, I saw some illumination.
The rain stopped, and it was the dawn of a realization..
And now I realized the angel in white dress was the moon..
And I was the little shining star next to it,
Because life's slumber got to me too soon….

'As I am studying in this college, I am suffering from
headache. So, please ―declare 1 day holiday‖.
But the best of its kind is yet to come,
Incidence-3
A candidate aspiring for a job either as a typist or as an
accountant or both applied in the following way:'This has reference to your advertisement calling for ―a typist
and an accountant-male or female‖
As I am both(!!!) for
the past several years, and can handle both with good
experience, I am applying for the post'.
Yours sincerely,
XYZ....
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RADHIKA PATEL,
IV BPTh.

-Rasika Joshi
FYBPTh

―US‖: THE HOSTELITES
8:45am; ―Rock on....‖, ―Give me the Pune Mirror once you are
done!‖ ―Wada pav!! O, its Monday‖, some people scuttling
to catch the bus, few of us cribbing about the breakfast, rest
still dodging the weekend hangovers and Monday morning

blues.
Fast forward the day & its 6:00pm. One table(always the
same), zillion chairs, scrumptious snacks, hot steaming tea,

roaring laughter's, squabbling over the songs, total
cacophony!
―Enter The Hostel‖
Our 2nd home, where time has flown since past three & half
years, a place we initially loved to hate, a place we were
dying to leave and now it's the absolute opposite. As I sit to
pen down, I am still unable to fathom that a few months more
and all of us won't be here anymore…
It has been quite a journey from the scared, ragged, homesick first years to the ragging, almost fearless fourth years.
We have progressed from being 'Homesick' to being
'Hostelsick'. Each year has had its share of memorable,
cherishable events, some where all of us have stood united
and some divided.
It's been one hell of a rollercoaster ride or if I may call it the
'circle of hostel'. The start being our initial days where you
would find all of us cooped up in one room playing ―let's get
to know each other‖ games; to being in our respective rooms
glued to the idiot box's first cousin(i.e. laptop) after its advent
in our life; to again being cooped up in one room, having
innumerable discussions as 'the organizing batch'. '2nd
floor, one room, 19 of us, total chaos' still trying to figure each
other out.
Come exams & you would find all of us in our fixed places.
The corridors & the staircase would be witness to mind

boggling academic sessions. The ―water cooler‖ moments
were more about what not to study!! Tea time and dinner
time were the most awaited breaks.
The highlight of our batch – our so called 'Surprise' birthday
parties!! From being taken blindfolded to the mess,
smudging cake on the b'day girls face, crooning our special
b'day song, to our late night sessions of gossiping, howling,
laughing nonchalantly- routine has been the same!!
The Hostel has been an integral part in honing our culinary
skills. We have had our innumerable mini Hog-A-thons, the
pani puri party and the sandwhich party being at the top
notch!!
Our Fourth and last year has seen us burning the midnight
oil- no, not for exams- but for making invitations and gifts for
the farewell party, for brainstorming sessions of Art
Exhibition and Socials. We have stood united and faced
multiple adversities unscathed. The bond has been growing
Stronger & Stronger.
The ensemble of our colourful years is incomplete without
the relationship we shared with our Matron. The arguments,
the squabbles, the shouting- call it what you may have forged
a special bond with her.
It's very hard to accept that, a few months and we won't be
here.. Together..!! Its time to bid adieu to the place we once
rightfully called Our Second Home.. Four minuscule years of
staying together as one family are just not enough..!! It's
indeed going to be painful to wrap up all our memories and
carry them away..!!
Never thought I will feel this, but yes, I am definitely going to
miss THE HOSTEL and THE HOSTELITES, and am sure all
my batchmates are with me on this same page!!
Shaivi Thaker,

IV BPTh
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NEXT LIFE...
I think of next life. If I am ever born again,
I don't want a job. I don't want to go to schools, don't want to work only to earn money, but I also don't want to be a parasite or a rich
dummy.
I want to be happy. I want everyone in the world to be happy. I want to be able to visit places where oceans pound the beaches,
where chants of Buddhist monks cool your burnt souls...palaces of passion outside and within me. I want to meet beautiful people.

Share their intensity, glory of thought. Live with them. Forgive if not forget the rest.
I also want to be able to turn off the world, listen to music and just stare into the night skies, echoes of uncertain great depths within
my mind reflecting in the star studded deep blues there. . I would like to hold her hand through the pain, and click a million
pictures of her smiles. I want to pat my kids to sleep, tell them stories, cook for them to hear them say ―AAAHAAA‖, and then take
them for long, wordless, breeze-drunk drives, Yanni or Kenny G with us! I want to teach them never to be afraid of anything, to

think free, to do what is best, to never hurt anyone by word or deed, and most important of all: to be free of a money-based life.
I want to find a cure for at least one killer disease. I want to be known as the best human being you meet. I want to work for a ―no
boundaries‖ world. I want to be able to channel food so that no one ever dies of hunger. I want to work for orphans, be their parent.
I want to treat all patients for free. I want to share what I learnt without being snobbish or proud about it. I want my students to

break all bounds, shine, and know true happiness in life... that which comes when you find what you do best, enjoy and practice it!
As I struggle today to buy my own house and run to earn my bread, compromising on much that I ever want, love to do, with so

much ―ego‖ sitting upon my head, I know if I don't turn NOW, this life is always going to be what it is today...
I still dream of what I will do in my next life....
But looking at this blue-white moon in this loneliest moment, I just realised, there's never going to be any NEXT life!
Dr. Rajas Deshpande

The Never Ending Process: Exams
15th. October 2011: It's been 4 years since I appeared for my last formal college exam, and here I am in classroom no. 2
waiting in anticipation for my name to be called for the practical session of the licensure. Rewind to 2007, I was sharing a similar
situation, with 3 of my other friends, all of us eager to know, who the examiners were. The general idea among students is that their
fate is divided in 4 equal parts of 25% each. The first 25% is dependent on who the examiner is. The rest of the 3 parts are: the mood
of the examiner, the case to be solved and of course how much we have studied. 2011 was a little different. I was waiting in a
classroom with 19 strangers and no hope of recognizing any of my examiners.
Now, I have been in a classroom in the last 4 years, but the problem is, that it has always been, either to teach or to take

exams. I do remember how to conduct exams, but I have kind of forgotten how to appear for them. My name gets called earlier than
I would have liked it to be, and I am guided to the examination room. Before I enter, the coordinator breaks the suspense and tells
me that my first case is a cardiorespiratory case, the subject I fear the most. Life is so unjust! I don't even get to choose the case, I
want to begin with. I enter the room and am handed over a sheet of paper with an ABG report and a statement that my patient is
comatose and on a ventilator. On the plinth I see a young girl lying with her eyes shut. Really!!!!!!!!!! I do know the difference
between a normal individual and a comatose patient. I start off with interpreting the ABG report and rattle on how to evaluate, this
girl who acts like she is comatose. The expressionless face of the examiner tells me nothing and I move on to a more known turf,
Orthopedics.
The first thing I notice, when I enter, is that the examiner looks younger than me. You know you are growing old when

your examiners start to look younger than you. And of course they are trying to fool me again with a perfectly normal young boy
who acts like he is in so much pain. Orthopedics is followed by Neurology both of which I thought were uneventful.
I come out feeling ecstatic. Exams over!!!!!!!!!!!!! I walk away smiling from the center, as I calculate all the hours of

television watching I have to catch up on.
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Dr. Shweta Basu Roy, MPT

A BEAUTIFUL DAY
Finally, entered the fourth year... the final year of the course I
initiated in the year 2008. As always I had been apprehensive
about entering a new year academically. But few new

experiences which were in store, were as usual awaited for!
One such day was a visit to a place where right from the
entrance; was the company of a beautiful feeling. .something
which took confidence in its stride, something which
showed that independence held a power in itself. Walking
ahead I saw an aged lady, giving a speech about what life
there was all about, and about the functioning of that

beautiful place.
This place was named: Nivara- The home for the aged.
Nivara had many aged women and men staying there. They
had no warm homes, just 1 bed & 1 table with their basic
amenities. No big families to stay with, they all were each
other's support. There were some who were contented with
their life there. There were some others still living each day
with a hope that their son or daughter will come & tell them
their grand child's achievements. For some that hope made
sense, while for some others that hope remained just a 'hope'!
It certainly hurt me to see how people could actually let their
parents stay away from them, at that time of life when they
would need their children & family close to them! How
heartless could people be, to not heed to the person who has
bought them up right since they could barely walk! With
many thoughts,I walked into the corridor of the area which
had rooms for the in-mates. There I saw, or I'd rather say, I
learnt a lot there. Each one there was old, closing in to the end

every day. Every one there was involved in things of their
interest; be it gardening, be it stitching or even just simply
talking to each other! It literally showed me that whatever
great men have said, ain't a lie! ―Life must go on & if it should
go on, then it must..royally!‖ Yes, even though they had a
sadness in them & life had been harsh, they knew just what to
do, to ―live‖ well & be happy! Basically at the end of the day,
they slept smiling!
When they saw us, the smile on their faces really felt like,
they saw their grand-daughters/grandsons in us! They
greeted us with a 'Namaste'! Me having lost my grandpa just
few days before visiting Nivara, could understand how
much they would be missing their children & grandchildren!
Hmmnn, yes it was indeed a pleasure treating them! My fees
for them were their blessings to me...because I don't think I'd
have half the strength & positivity that they had in them!
It was time to leave Nivara, I had a heavy heart. They were
happy in that place, enjoyed whatever they could in
whatever ways were possible for them!
I must say; That place wasn't home to them... It was because
of them that Nivara became a 'home'.....
P.S. There is one lovely incident I would never forget. Beside
the bed of the old male patient we were treating, there was
another older man. We asked him ‖Ajoba, how are you?‖ &
pat came the reply, ―Jhakaas‖!!! Do we ever respond like that
(with a smile) despite of having every comfort?! Give it a
though
- Sanjukta Ajinkya,

of life, living away from family; but the smile on their faces
said to life ―Try me as much as you want, I will win each

IV BPTh

day‖. And this strength, probably helped them go through

START A
'TRUE'MOUR!!
Would you agree that words have a power that can
touch or tear a person's heart? 'True'mour is a word I
coined, which means 'spreading rumours based on love

and truth'
It involves saying what you love, admire and
appreciate about a person behind their back. Sooner or
later, the person will hear the 'True'mour (its more

reliable than email!) and feel wonderful!
Starting a 'True'mour about a person we don't get

It will transform the entire relationship. This is the
perfect antidote to gossip and negative rumours and
creates havoc in our lives.
It is one of easiest, fastest, most reliable ways to
instantly shift the energy in a family, work place or
community to trust and goodwill.
Would you like to try this??
Think of someone in your life that you'd like to
'truemourise'....
Think of a couple good qualities you see in them
(everyone has SOME redeeming quality) and then
casually mention these qualities to people who them.

along with is the easiest wayto heal the relationship.
Be honest in sharing what you appreciate in the
person behind her back. It is bound to get to her before

long.

-Farhat Haindade
TYBPTh
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OLD
SCHOOL!!!

SLIPPING
THROUGH YOUR
FINGERS

New day, new place and new people; yet another
beginning... find myself sitting in a new class, heartbeat
running. With new & strange faces around. I look around,
my eyes searching desperately for some familiar existence. I
question myself- am I at the right place?? Am I meant to be

Have you ever watched kids on a merry-go round?
Or listened to the rain, lashing the ground?
Ever looked at a butterfly's erratic flight?

here??

Or gazed at the sun into the fading night?
With roll calls being taken, some memories flash

You had better slow down

past; in the wink of an eye, in a split second, my mind
wavers... I am taken back to the days in my alma mater... To

don't dance so fast,

those friendly corridors, amongst my classmates, some jolly,

Time is short

over enthusiastic; some nerdy; some troublesome; but yes,

the music won't last.

all mine!!

Do you run through each day on the fly?
When you ask…. ―How are you?‖ Do hear the reply?

How naughty in the school were we, taunts and
silly jokes would fill us with glee... from every strand of hair

When the day is done, do you lie in your bed……..

to tip of the toe; we would judge a person, especially a foe. A

With the next hundred chores running through your

miser pimple on the cheek would make a teen, immediate
medication, seek. And how can one ignore those hormones,
for ditching and dumpings, those clueless mourns!! To be
ostentatious was right in everybody's blood; with arrogance

head?
You had better slow down
don't dance so fast,

and anger, their erythrocytes would flood.

Time is short

The detection of radicals, whether acid or base; the

the music won't last.

test for adulterants, though just for a trace. The titrations and
combustions, the melting and boiling points, would have us

Have you ever let your friend down, saying we will do
it tomorrow

all in pain in the muscles, bones and joints.

and in your haste, not seen her sorrow?

The lectures we would although attend; our

Have you ever lost touch, letting a good friendship

gossips would find no end. The acquaintances turned into
good friends, all their stuff they were ready to lend. The
influence of oestrogen was confirmed by our talks, the
presence of ethics observed in our walks. The sincerity and
discipline still does breed; though now from the alma mater,

die?
Cause you could not find time, to call up and say 'Hi'?
You had better slow down
don't dance so fast,

now we are freed.

Time is short

Time changes, life moves on, what remains - is the

the music won't last.

memories... of those shared ice creams, those camps,
unending homework, group studies, slumber parties &
phone talks. People who were an inevitable part of my life

When you run so fast, to get somewhere,
you miss half the fun of getting there!

have now become just mere voices, miles & miles away.

When you worry and hurry throughout the day
it is like an unwrapped gift……. thrown away!

Life is difficult, now that I'm in a professional

course. Bombarded with Anatomy & troubled with
Physiology. The only chemistry in life is that of bio
molecules. The simplicity I had developed will soon
sublime! Cos' apart from studies, jobs and professions would
soon stand prime!!!
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Life is not a race
do take things slower;
Listen to the music,
before the song is over!
- Manisha Kaurani

Sayali Khedekar,
I BPTh
(3rd year)

On a high note !!
I comply with the saying ―Always walk with a head
held high‖… I do that too in fact. The only difference, its not
raised with pride, it's the only compensation that my skeletal
system has left me with.. Although the help from stilettos
have perpetually been tempting.. The resultant equinus and
lordosis certainly are not!!
Boost has certainly failed to be the secret of my
energy and complan , bournvita , etc have been biased to my
sibling !!
Not that 151cms above ground level is demeaning,
derogatory and an encouragement for inferiority complex..
And also fortunately by goodness's grace, I do not posses the
cliché and amateur excuses for aspiring to be tall..
Lack of marital proposals, rejections from auditions and all
those melodrama that you can dare to think of, trust me.. Are
not my matters of concern, not even remotely!!
Being short in this competitive world basically means
that everything else is tall, soaring high, surrounding you,
blocking your view, making you virtually blind ! So here's
why I want to be tall; to be precise, rise above myself!!
There are these everyday things that bother you and
you look down at them with contempt. Does that even help?
We come across people we cannot stand the sight of; there is
just so much we would like to avoid voluntarily; reflexively
if given an opportunity. What seems like an appropriate
solution is to surpass these trivial holes of discontent and
weave the cloth of satiety i.e looking above the mundane
things, just raising our thoughts beyond the obvious, beyond
what the simpleton may think..
But I want to grow, take myself to the next higher level,
I want to see things that lie above the lay man's view & make
my conscience clearer. I want them to fly high and let my
imagination run wild. Even though sky scrapers are a beauty
in itself, they are stationary throughout. But parachutes are
extraordinary; they take the whiff of both worlds. It would be
amazing for our thoughts to be like that, not remain stagnant
and grow the wild weed of orthodox mindset. I want to
loosen the strings of the parachute of my thoughts and give
them the freedom of heights!!
I want to have an eagle's view of the world, not just grow in
inches, but in maturity and power.
I don't wish to be the tallest. After all extremes of
anything is irrational & wacky, and one can't really
appreciate something that cant be even looked at
appropriately!! If an emotional self was to pay heed to my
logic and rationale, one wouldn't be astonished to find me
amongst the mentally challenged; but isn't that the shallow
mindset that we all would like to change!!!
- RADHIKA PATEL,
IV BPTh.

The Human Race
Every morning, one wakes up & gets geared up for
another new day.
Here is the schedule: When we leave home, we rush. When
we reach work/ college, we rush. When we return home,
we are fagged out. When we eat, we are busy with the
idiot box. And finally we sleep, in a hurry to seize the
night, so that we can be fresh for another new day.... to
rush once again!!!
Amidst all this race, do we ever halt to think where are we
leading to?
In the whole day, do we take a peek back on a word that
has already been said & must have hurt somebody? Whats
wrong in saying sorry, if we have hurt someone?
While falling to bed each night, do we think of anybody
who isn't able to sleep peacefully due to something we
must've said or done? In the insane rush, we tend to ignore
someone who might have needed us. What if that person
doesn't live to see the next day? Nobody can guarantee life!
Couldn't we spare a minute?
Do we ever thank anybody as often as we talk badly about
them? Common yaar, everyone has a positive and negative
in them. Can't we be a little more focussed on the
brightness? What would we lose to say a 'thank-you' to
someone who must've helped us in 'any' way throughout
the day?
Amazed to realise how our so called 'day' goes by?? These
are yet just some aspects of how bad human race can get.
Selfishness, self-respect, ego, attitude, back bitting & such
other varied or should I say wierd qualities rule the human
race. All people can think of is, ―how to earn money?‖,
―how to be better than my fellowmate?‖, ―how to let
her/him down?‖..... & it leads to people soaring to higher
levels of success. Because the rat race oops.. human race is
going on in full speed. But in the bargain, we lose relations,
we lose time with loved ones, we lose peace... in fact I must
say, we lose 'humanity'.
I'd call such humans: crazy! Whats success without having
people who are proud of you? Whats fame without you
being an idol for a few? Whats knowledge if you aren't
confident about your words,enough to argue? Whats the
big deal in calling yourself a human yaar, if you don't have
the basic humanity to treat people who are true?
Give it a thought buddy! Better late than never!
Be successful, earn well, but don't lose your humanity for
the same!

-Sanjukta Ajinkya,
IV BPTh
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The last one who cares …
I am so young and playful, but I
can't play ,
I have to nurse my puppies
They are crying now
I am so hungry – I wish someone
would throw me some food .

I was born today, one of 10
My daddy and my mommy are very famous,
Since they were famous they have only
Had puppies, for my mommy,
No more loving hand, no more fun trips,
Just puppies.
She is always sad when they leave.

Now I have 8 puppies
Two got cold during night and I couldn't make them warm
again
They are gone
We all are weak
Maybe I can get them some food by taking them on streets.
They sold my puppies today.
I was too much in trouble to feed us.
A man grabbed my puppies
They were crying & whimpering
They were put in truck with boxes in it
Are my babies famous now?
I hope so, because I do miss them,
They are gone!

I left home today
I didn't want to go, so I hid behind my mama
And my three littermates that were left.
― You picked me up and carried me away
My new home is far away
I am scared and afraid
My heart says 'BE BRAVE'.
I am hungry,
I can't eat too much because it's bad for my bones
I can't growl or nip when the children are mean to me
So I run away pretending I am in green field
With butterflies, robins and frogs.

Now, this place smells of urine, fear & sickness
Why am I here?
I was beautiful like my ancestors
Now I am hungry, in pain, unloved & unwanted.
Nobody cares; nobody comes though I try to be good.

I can't understand why they kick me.
I am quiet but the man hits me and says loud things.
The lady doesn't feed me good things.
She just throws dry food on the ground,
Then goes away before I can get too close for some
touching.
Sometimes my food smells bad, but I eat it anyway.

Now I feel tired and I lay my head down,
Try to reach my paw for searching for,
The last one who cares…

Today I had 10 puppies.
They are so wonderful and warm

Chetna Aher,
IV BPTh.

WHOSE JOB IS IT?
This is a story about four people named Everybody, Somebody,
Anybody and Nobody.
There was an important job to be done and Everybody was asked
to do it.
Everybody was sure Somebody would do it.
Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it.
Somebody got angry because it was Everybody's job.
Everybody thought Anybody could do it, but, Nobody realized
that Everybody wouldn't do it.
It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody, when Nobody
did what Anybody could have done!
Anushree Godbole
3rd year
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(Source- Internet)

???

TELL ME YOUR
DREAMS
Have you ever had a dream that lingered long after you'd
awakened up?? Or one that seemed so vivid but faded out as

soon as you had opened your eyes??
Your dream is actually your brain going into overtime,
making sense of things that have happened to you during the
day. It reveals your subconscious mind & here's what your

subconscious might be saying...
ACCIDENT:
Oops! You've done something you shouldn't have. This
dream can also indicate that you are not in control of your

life.
ANIMALS:
Running from wild animals means that you are denying
your true feelings. Seeing birds mean that your imagination

is ready to take off!!
DEATH:
Don't worry, it doesn't mean someone's going to die!! It

means something in your life is coming to an end.
EATING:
You finally understand why a big change has happened or is
still happening in your life, & what's more you're totally

okay with it.
FLYING:
If you're flying in your dream you're feeling confident,
otherwise something is stopping you from what you want.

Floating means you're indecisive.
FALLING:
You may be confused or worried. Falling fast and feeling

scared may mean you're feeling insecure.
Compiled by-

Neha Ghugare
FYBPTh

• I'm like a well oiled machine that
someone forgot to oil.
• My wife says I never take her anywhere
expensive. So I took her to the gas
station.
• Worry causes hair loss. When the going
gets tough, the tufts get going.
• To err is human. To blame it on
somebody else shows management
potential.
• You know that tingly feeling you get
when you like someone. That's
common sense leaving your body.
• I suppose I'd accomplish a lot more if I
dropped my "if's" and "and's" and got
off my "but".
• Some things are best kept between you
and the neighbors. Like a fence, for
example.
• People who tell me to live life to the
fullest have obviously never seen my
paycheck.
• Work through lunch? I don't even work
through work.
• I wish you could put people in Airplane
Mode.
• You can always talk to me. I just can't
guarantee I'll be listening.
• Girlfriend says : “If you love me so much
then instead of writing down my name
on your wrist or chest, why don't you
write it down on your property
papers”
• A fraction of the syllabus worries
me…and that fraction is nine tenths.
• As an alternative to dieting, simply refer

to yourself as "value-sized".
• Budget: a record of where your money
should have been spent.
• My wife is a water sign. I'm an earth.
Together, we make mud.
Complied by
Dhara Kanabar
4th BPTh
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$#!T HAPPENS !!!

the impression on my mind is in indelible ink… My
adventure in Nashik has corrected my misbelief that
―STUFF‖ always happens to others…
One may not be always served with an ideal
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―I'm glad it's not me‖ had always been my
second reaction to any mishap, (The first of course being
Shock, Grief, Disbelief…). But on 7th august 2011 all did
change...It all began with my second year results, with
me being announced as the university topper. I was in
Nashik on that fateful day to receive my gold medal &
certificate. Feeling extremely exhilarated & at the zenith,
the felicitation ceremony in the morning made me think
that life doesn't get any better than this. Little was I
aware that I was to reach a nadir the very same day.
Boarding a Volvo from Nashik to Pune, I
settled cozily in a window seat for a comfortable and a
long journey which I had to make alone. An hour into
the ride, the Volvo halted on the outskirts of Nashik. I
witnessed a big heated argument between one of our
fellow passengers and some local gang.
My only reaction to the fight was – ―come on
people, get it over with… I have a hostel intime!!‖ They
settled (or so it seemed) after about quarter of an hour &
finally the Volvo picked speed. As we approached the
small village of NandurShingota, I was caught up in
something which made me say for the first time in my
life ―WHY ME???‖
Out of nowhere, a gigantic rock came at me. I
saw it coming, I saw the men who jolted it towards me,
but in a span of milliseconds before the impact, I was too
stunned to even move. The rock hit the window pane
with such an impact that even after shattering all the
glass – which conveniently found its way into my
forehead – it managed to hit me on the nose, breaking
my nasal bone.
I heard the crack, felt the break & blood
escaped out in torrents. I was too high on adrenaline to
feel the pain just then!! 3 years of medical training
kicked in – I coaxed myself into not panicking on seeing
the blood. I knew that forehead wounds bleed a lot in
general& was pretty sure it would heal faster, which
kept me calm.
The next step I had to do was to find a reliable
person who could take me to the nearest doctor, as I was
pretty sure that medical facilities were far away from the
site if the incident. Luckily for me, HUMANITY still
exists. Till date I don't know how I got the courage to
make that journey… holding a napkin across my
forehead, I took a bike ride with a complete stranger, in
an almost semi-conscious state, to reach a clinic almost
9kms away, wherein I was stitched up.
But before I left the site, I was witness to a cold
blooded murder committed right in front of me. The
gang who had picked fight with the fellow passenger
beat him to death in front of everyone & we all stood
helplessly, fearful of our fates. The memory of that still
sends the chills down my spine!!
Somehow, I escaped that day only with a
fractured nasal bone and six sutures on my forehead,
which have healed quite well & left a negligible scar, but

―Terrorist Cocktail‖ of World Trade Centre&an airplane to
be a victim of crime… Amongst the innumerable options
available, for me it was a special serving of ―VOLVO ON
THE ROCKS‖ Cheers!!!
Dhara Kanabar
IV BPTh

MY INSPIRATION
TO BECOME A
PHYSIOTHERAPIST
21st January 2010, an unforgettable day in my life!!
My parents & I were on our way to Pune from

Mumbai. We were about to reach Pune wherein a few
kilometres from Wakad, suddenly a person came running in
front of the car. Our driver applied sudden brakes to save
him & our car collided with a trailer parked sideways.
The person ran away but my parents sustained

severe injuries. My mom got stuck up between the seats, lost
consciousness and dislocated her hip. My dad was lying half
unconscious with his ribs fractured. It was a miracle that I
was the only person who escaped with some scratches.
I was all alone and just didn't understand what to

do for a while as I was really very scared. Luckily there was a
hotel nearby. The owner of the hotel Mr. Nair saw all this &
came to our rescue. He broke the doors as they were locked.
Along with him, I got mum and dad out. We took them to
Aditya Birla hospital in Chinchwad and got admitted over
there.
Immediately the doctors attended us and started

with the treatment and investigations even before our
relatives reached. I was discharged after 24hrs, the stipulated
time of under observation. My dad was admitted in ICU and
my mom underwent a surgery for the hip dislocation.
After the initial treatment was done, on 23rd

January 2010, we shifted my parents to Ratna Hospital. Since
i had my college exams and 12th classes, i went back to
Mumbai & stayed with my uncle till my parents got
discharged. These were the toughest days of my life- both
mentally & physically.
My mum had to undergo two more surgeries. I met

her 2 months after she was discharged. Meanwhile, dad was
there with me.
My parents undertook physiotherapy treatment.

Still my mum is taking electrical stimulation. When i saw my
mum trying to walk again, I felt really very happy. The
physiotherapist made her stand up on her feet and taught her
how to walk again. Then and there I decided to become a
physiotherapist & here I am in Sancheti fulfilling my dream!!
Nikita Dabholkar,

I BPTh

AmB©
Amnë`m _m`oÀ`m Amobmì`mV,nmoQ>mVdmT>dbg _bm
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\$gdy ..
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A{O~mV ~Xbbr Zmhrg
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Ho$gmMm a§J ~Xbbm Var ,
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_ZmVbo ^md ~Xbbo ZmhrV...
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nU dmè`mÀ`m EH$m PwiwH$s~amo~a

ho Ia§ Amho ..

_§X pñ_V H$arV hiwdma {_Q>md.

VwÂ`m_wioM _bm ho gw§Xa OJ nmhÊ`mM§ gm_Ï`©

OrdZmM§ H$moS§> ho H$moUmbmM gwQ>V ZgV§ ,

{_imb§ Amho..

H$maU B©œamZ§ Ë`mM§ 'gyÌ '
Amnë`mH$So> JynrV R>odbob§ AgV§

CëH$m JìhmUH$a
({Vgao df©)
- _mb{dH$m ~moaJmdH$a

( {Vgao df©)
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~mßnm _moa`m

`§XmÀ`m dfuMo JUnVr `oD$Z Jobo.Xadfu ~mßnm

_moXH$ {H$ ~mßnm Amnbo _mJUo nyU© H$aVmo ho bmoH$m§Zm _m{hV

`oVmo,Xhm {Xdg _w¸$m_ R>moH$Vmo Am{U nwT>À`m dfu `oÊ`mMo

Pmbo Amho.~mßnmMm Ìmg H$_r H$aÊ`mgmR>r Ë`mbm åhQ>b§

AmœmgZ XoD$Z OmVmo. nwÊ`ZJarVrb JUoemoËgd Va gd©Ì

,gJi§ VyM H$aÊ`mnojm ~gë`mOmJodê$Z gJù`m§Zm _ogoO

gwn[a{MV AmhoM.

nmR>d,åhUOo VwPm Ìmg dmMob.~mßnm Iwe hmoD$Z åhUmbm

`mdfu XoIrb ~mßnm Ambm,nU Zoh_r gmaIm
CËgmhr dmQ>bm Zmhr.nwÊ`mVrb ahXmar nmhÿZË`mM§ _Z

_mJ,Vwbm H$m` hd§ Vo XoVmo!

_mÂ`m Iyn H$mhr _mJÊ`m hmoË`m ...amJmda {Z`§ÌU

g¡a^¡a Pmb§.C§Xamdê$Z Ambm Iam,nU C§Xra Hw$R>o nmH©$

R>odÊ`mMr VmH$X Xo,em§VVoZo àVrjm H$am`bm {eH$d,_mÂ`m

H$ê$ hoM Ë`mbm g_OoZm.CJmM nmo{bgm§Mm ggo{_am _mJo

ñdV…À`m ApñVËdmMm emoY ¿`m`bm {eH$d,KamVrb

bmJm`Mm ,åhUyZ C§Xambm Ë`mZoM gm§{JVbo,~K VwPr VyM

d`ñH$a ì`º$s¨Mr H$miOr ¿`m`bm {eH$d,ZmË`m§Mr aoe_r

OmJm Am{U ahm C^m.~mßnmbm åhQ>b§,{H$Vr df© C§Xamdê$Z

Jw§\$U H$am`bm {eH$d,g_mOmVbm newËdm^md Zmhrgm

`oUma? AmVm EH$m{Y ZmZmo KoD$Z Q>mH$. N>moQ>rer JmS>r

H$a,Omo _mUyg n¡emÀ`m _mJo YmdV am{hbm Vmo Am`wî`^a

Hw$R>ohr nmH©$ H$aVm `oB©b Am{U g_ñV Xod_§S>irV Oam ^md

hgU§ {dgabm,Ë`mbm hgm`bm {eH$d._hmJmB©

ImVm `oB©b Vwbm!

,^«ï>mMma,_moM},CnmofU, IyZ-_mam_mè`m,AnKmV, Mmoè`m

nyduÀ`m Am{U AmÎmmÀ`m JUoemoËgdmV O_rZ

_wbtMr hË`m ,amoJamB© ,{ejUmMm Ioi-I§S>mo~m `m

Amg_mZmMm \$aH$ OmUdVmo.~mßnm åhUVmo IaM AmVm `m

gmè`mVyZ H$aerb H$m Am_Mr gwQ>H$m?`§ÌdV hmoV

T>mob-Vmeo, \$Q>mHo$,AmYw{ZH$ JmUr-~OmdUr ,`m

Mmbboë`m _mUgmbm Xoerb WmoS§>g§ Am`wî`mV AmZ§Xr

gJù`mMm Iyn Ìmg hmoVmo nU gm§JUma Hw$Umbm?bmoH$

,gwIr, g_mYmZr amhÊ`mM§ ^mZ ?

BVHo$ Zdg ~mobVmV Zm,{H$ Ord AJXr _oQ>mHw$Q>rbm `oVmo.

_r {d¿ZhVm© åhUyZ à{gÕ Amho,_J H$m`;Amb§
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g§H$Q>; R>odm ~mßnmbm nmÊ`mV ,Kmbm EH$ {Xdg àX{jUm,
EH$ {Xdg XþdmªÀ`mOwS>rMm hma,EH$ {Xdg ~mßnmnwT>o R>odm

(n{hbo df© )

{_bo gwa _oam Vwåhmam ...
gmV {S>g|~aMr g§Ü`mH$mi.e{Zdma noR>oVrb

OZVm hr 'AmYr nmoQ>mo~m Am{U _J {dR>mo~m 'Ag§ `m

'a_U~mJ' emioÀ`m emoYmV _r {ZKmbo..
Am|H$maoœamdê$Z
gai gai Job§, COdrH$So>

gJù`mÀ`m nbrH$So> OmD$Z,JmÊ`mVyZ {_iUmam Vmo EH$

dib§ ,{H$ _J Xÿadê$Z`oUmao gya H$mZmda nS>VmV Am{U

emór` g§JrV Vmg§Vmg ~gyZ Amnë`mbm EoH$Vm `oB©b

nmdb§ Amnmonmn Ë`m {XeoZo diVmV...

H$m..Aer e§H$m Amnë`m _ZmV Ambr hmoVr,ho hr AmnU

_J g_moa {XgVo EH$ _moR>r H$_mZ,Imbr EH$ _oQ>b

AmZ§XM Agmdm Omo hOmamo bmoH$m§Zm EH$Ì AmUVmo ._J

{dgê $Z OmVmo..KS>ç mimV gmSo> Xhm dmObobo

{S>Q>oŠQ>a,Ë`mVyZ Joë`mda Amnë`m EH$eo nÞmg én`m§À`m

AgVmV..AmVm H$moUË`mhr jUr Wm§~m Ago AmXoe `oÊ`mMr

ñQy>S§>Q> nmgda EH$ {N>Ð nmS>b§ OmV§,Am{U gdmB© J§Yd©

eŠ`Vm AgVmZmhr n§{S>V OgamOOtMo 'JmoqdXm Xm_moXa

^r_goZ _hmoËgdmV Amnb§ AmJ_Z hmoV§!

_mYdo{V' H$Yr g§nyM Z`o Ag§ dmQ>V§..

EH$m ^ì` _§S>nmImbr C^mabob§ EH$ ñQ>oO, _Ü`o

lmoVo _ZmnmgyZ XmX XoVmV,Jm`H$mÀ`m

~gbobm Jm`H$...Ë`mÀ`m gmWrbm noQ>r, V~bm,_mJo

Mohoè`mdaMo

g_mYmZ nmhÿZ Amnë`mbmhr AmZ§X

V§~moao...noQ>rda {\$aUmè`m Am{U V~ë`mda dmOUmè`m

hmoVmo..Jm`H$mMr _¡{\$b g§nVo Am{U {VWoM Amnë`m

~moQ>m§H$So> AmnU nmhVM amhVmo..\$º$ Q>rìhr Am{U grS>r

_ZmVb§ JmU§ gwé Pmbob§ AgV§ ...

H$ìha da {XgUmè`m {X½JO ì`º$s¨Zm àË`jmV AmnU
EoH$Vmo` Am{U nmhVmo` `mÀ`mda {dœmgM ~gV Zmhr..
åhUV _§S>nmÀ`m _mJo ImÚ ^«_§Vr H$aÊ`mV _¾

-{à`m§H$m _oh|Xio
(Mm¡Wo df©)

AgVo! dS>mnmd,gm_mogm,MmQ> nmgyZ WoQ> nwaU nmoir Am{U

gmOyH$ Vyn KmVboë`m CH$S>rÀ`m _moXH$mn`ªV !ho \$º$
nwÊ`mVM hmoD$ eH$V§!_hmoËgdmÀ`m JoQ>m~mhoaM§ OJ

AmVë`mgmaI§ AgV§ Va {H$Vr ~a§ Pmb§
AgV§..H$moUrhr H$Mam H$aV Zmhr,H$bmH$mamMm
An_mZ hmoB©b Ag§ dmJV Zmhr...Am{U é_mbmnmgyZ

JmS>rÀ`m Mmdrn`ªV ..gJù`m hadboë`m dñVy naV
gmnS>Ê`mMr eŠ`Vm

AgVo!

'E hm amJ Hw$R>bm ?...:`m Jm`H$mM§ KamU§
H$moUV§'..ho Am{U Ago AZoH$ àý H$mZmda `oVmV.nU
ho gJio H$mZmV Am{U S>moù`mV gm_mdyZ KoVm KoVm
Amnë`mbm AOmZH$ Amnë`m nm`m§Mr OmUrd hmoVo

Am{U _J Amnë`mg_moa C^m amhVmo Vmo EH$
_hmàý..~gm`M§ Hw$R>o? 'OmJm'`m eãXmbm BWo
{dbjU Ago _hËd Amho !!EH$ _moR>r MmXa,gVa§Or
ngê$Z 'OmJm nH$S>Uo'hm CnH«$_ am~dbm OmVmo Am{U
Vr {_idÊ`m gmR>r amÌ^a _¡XmZmdaM PmonÊ`mMrhr
lmoË`m§Mr V`mar AgVo!EH$Xm H$m hr OmJm Amnë`mbm

{_imbr H$s _J Amnë`mgmaIo gwIr AmnUM!
AmOy~mOybm ~gbobr AZmoiIr _mUg§ H$Yr
AmoiIrMr hmoD$Z OmVmV ho H$iVM Zmhr!
Hw$R>ë`mhr doiobm nm{hb§ Var n§Mdrg Q>¸o$
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ZJ§ VmoSy> _mPr gmim.

nwZ^}Q>

E Am`,_bm gmim {gH$m`Mr hm`
XmXmnarg _bm~r gmim {gH$m`Mr hm`
\w$Qw>Vbr H$mir Q>monr H$moQ> KmbyZ {_adm`M§ hm`

VwÂ`m-_mÂ`m _ZmMo XadmOo CKSy>Z....

E Am` ZJ§ VmoSy> _mPr gmim ..
gH$mirM gmioAmYr AmZoZ H$s h§So> Mma,
Zm`Var XþnmaÀ`mbm nm` ^mOVmV _mPo \$ma

ZmñVm ZgbmM Var Mmhmda H$arZ

_r gmim

gmioVwZ Amë`mda KmgoZM H$s ^m§S>r AZ Vdm
H$mim

ZgbrM H$Yr ^mOr Var Zm` Hw$aHw$aUma

_r

nwaVmo AmOH$b ^mH$[a~amo~a ZwgVm H$ÝXm~r

`m OÌ§bm ~m§JS>çm ~r KoD$ ZJg _bm

XmoKm§À`mhr AmoR>mda hgy Amb§...

hdm Va KoD$ H$nS>m nwT>À`m dagbm
Ag§ H$m` H$aVog J§ _m`, OmD$ Xo {H$ _bm
_m` J§ _m` ZJ§ VmoSy> _mPr gmim..
H$boŠQ>a ~marñVa hmoB©ZM Ag§ Zmhr gm§JV Vwbm ,

Iyn H$mhr gm§JyZ Job§...

nU BVH$s {gH$Z H$s N>iZma Ýhm` H$moZr n¡godmbm
_moQ>marM§ dJ¡ao gm§JV Ýhm` AÎmmgmR>r
nU EH$

gm`H$b Va AmZoZ Amnë`m N>moQ>çmgmR>r

Zm` Oar Pmbo \$ma H$moZr _moR>r
nU åhmVmanZmbm VwÂ`m ,hmoB©Z J§ _r H$mR>r .

Vm`S>rnar _bm Zmhr Om`M§ EdT>çmV gmgabm

AJXr MmoI Zmhr, nU _Ü`o Joboë`m H$mimZo,
Amnb§ H$m_ gmYb§ hmoV§...

{gHw$Z gmdê$Z _moR>r hmoD$ Xo H$s VwÂ`m dmgambm
EH$M gm§JVo _m`

am~ am~

am~Vo

Odm Vy AZ AZdmZr nm`

Vdm {H$Vr Vamg hmoVmo `m _Zmbm gm§Jy Var
H$m`

{ZamonmMr doi ...

Ë`m AZdmZr
nm`m§Zm _I_br

öX`mbm {Mam nmS>V eodQ>r AmbrM...

Amam_ Úm`Mm hm`

H$Yrhr Z
nm{hbobr gnZ§ Iar
H$am`Mr hm`.

gJù`mbmM .....
{à`m§H$m åhmiJr
(Mm¡Wo df© )
-AmH$m§jm A{Zb gmgdS>H$a
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(Xþgao df© )

UNEXPLORED AVENUES IN
PHYSIOTHERAPY
A lot of new advances are being made in the field of
physiotherapy today, about which we have
little information. Through this, we have tried to
introduce the readers to a few techniques and therapies
used with success in the fields of musculoskeletal,
cardiology and neuro-sciences.
We hope you find it an interesting read and it makes you
want to go back and find out more about it!
PILATES
It is a method of movement and exercise, developed by a
German Physical Therapist named Joseph Pilates. It is
designed to strengthen the body’s core by developing
static stability and abdominal control.

The horse's pelvis has a similar three-dimensional
movement to the human's pelvis at the walk.
This movement provides physical and sensory input which
is variable, rhythmic and repetitive.

Every muscle group is trained equally. It puts an
emphasis on spinal and pelvic alignment, while using
breathing techniques for relaxation and better oxygen

flow to muscles.
Various apparatus like the pilates reformer, trapeze
table, step barrel, Wunda chair and springs are used

along with mat exercises and PRE.
In pilates the way you exercise is more important than

The reciprocal multi-dimensional movement of the horse
helps with the development of fine motor skills, visual motor
skills, bilateral control and cognition as well. Sensory
processing via hippotherapy simultaneously addresses the
vestibular, proprioceptive, tactile, visual and auditory
systems.
The primary focus of classic hippotherapy is the rider's
posture and movement responses.
It has been used to treat patients with neurological or other
disabilities, such as autism, cerebal palsy, arthritis, multiple
sclerosis, head injury, stroke, spinal cord injury, behavioral
disorders and psychiatric disorders.
DRY NEEDLING

the exercise itself.
Benefits of this therapy are full body conditioning,

improves flexibility, balance and co-ordination.

HIPPOTHERAPY
Hippotherapy is a form of physical, occupational and
speech therapy in which a therapist uses the
characteristic movements of a horse to provide carefully
graded motor and sensory input.
The patient may be positioned astride the horse facing
forward, backward, prone or supine.

Dry needling is the use of solid filiform needles for therapy of
muscle pain, sometimes also known as intramuscular
stimulation. The needles are similar to acupuncture needles.
Analgesia produced by needling a pain spot has been called
the needle effect. Acupuncture and dry needling techniques
are similar, but their rationale and use in treatment are
different.
Technique - invasive procedure in which a filiform needle is
inserted into the skin and muscle directly at a myofascial
trigger point. A myofascial trigger point consists of multiple
contraction knots, which are related to the production and
maintenance of the pain cycle. These nodules or knots
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Tai Chi - an art embracing
the mind, body and spirit
Originating in ancient
China, tai chi is one of the
most effective exercises for
health of mind and body.
Although an art with great
depth of knowledge and
skill, it can be easy to learn
and soon delivers its health
benefits. For many, it

continues as a lifetime
journey.

The essential principles
include mind integrated
with the body; fluidity of
the movements; control of
breathing; and, mental concentration. The central focus is to
develop from overuse, trauma, poor posture, etc. These
painful areas contain biochemicals that cause pain to the
local nerves, have decreased oxygen flow (called
ischemia) causing further pain resulting in muscle fibers
to ―lock‖. This treatment allows the muscle contracture
to release to its normal length, the circulation to
improve, swelling to recede and the chemicals to
disperse, thereby removing their noxious effect on local

nerves.
ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE
The Alexander technique was devised by Frederich
Alexander in the 1980s.Thia technique teaches the
correction of acquired habitual faulty postures. The

technique uses the principles of self
observation,inhibition and direction; for example :To let
the neck be free, to let the head be forward and up, to
allow the shoulders to release out to the side and float on
the rib cage

enable the qi or life force to flow smoothly and powerfully

throughout the body. Total harmony of the inner and outer
self comes from the integration of mind and body, achieved
through the ongoing practice of tai chi.
UNWEIGHTED TREADMILL AMBULATION
An unweighted treadmill, also known as a supported
treadmill, involves a harness as well as the walking surface.
The harness supports some

or all of your weight.
Without the pressure on the
spine, you can walk freely.

The feeling is similar to
exercising in a pool but
without the hassles of wet
hair and the need to change
clothes. Physical therapists
use unweighted treadmills
with spinal stenosis patients,
and also with people
suffering from degenerative
joint disease, leg pain,
balance issues, and ankle, knee and hip weakness, says fastcentre.com.

EDITORS
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This technique is effective in relieving pain arising due
to poor postural control, preventing compensatory
postural changes post surgery or injury, improving
phonation, relieving breathing difficulty (in
asthma,TB)and to manage panic attacks and post
traumatic stress disorders.

Priyanka.

BEST ARTICLES
AO_b H$gm~bm nÌ
Life in a hospital
H$gm~,
nÌ {b{hVmZm _m`Zm {b{hÊ`mMr nÕV Amho Ag§
åhUVmV,nU gào_ Z_ñH$ma,qH$dm {à` Ago eãXVwPm Zmdm~amo~a

emo^V ZmhrV ....åhUyZ \$º$ H$gm~ ...
nÌ {b{hÊ`mg H$maU H$s,VwPr {dMmanyg H$amdrer dmQ>br

...{H$Vr ZaH$`mVZm ^moJV Agerb Zm Vy? Jobr H$mhr df©
Hw$Qw>§~mnmgyZ,XoemnmgyZ Xÿa...\$ma AmR>dU `oV Agob Zm gdmªMr

?...EdT>çm bhmZ d`mV ..\$ma dmB©Q> Pmb§ Zm VwÂ`m~m~VrV. VwPr

ñdßZ§,BÀN>m AmH$m§jm,gJù`mbmM gwé§J bmJbm..
EH$m ImobrV {Xdg H$mT>m`Mm, åhUOo {H$Vr ^`§H$a Jmoï>

Amho...åhUyZM Amåhr ...Zmhr Am_À`m gaH$maZo Vwbm WmoS>çm\$ma
gw{dYm {Xë`m AmhoV...nU nwñVH§$ dV©_mZnÌ Am{U {~`m©Ur ..N>o ..ho

H$m` Am`wî` Pmb§ H$m.??.nU Amåhmbm VwPr H$miOr nU Amho ao

...åhUyZM Va BVH$m IM© H$aVmo Amåhr, VwÂ`m gwajoda, VwÂ`m
amhÊ`mda...VwÂ`m d{H$brda..!! nU H$miOr H$ê$ ZH$mog..Amåhr
nmogy Vwbm...VwPo BVahr H$mhr ghH$mar AmhoVM...X`oMm AO© dJ¡ao
nidmQ>m H$mTy>Z _OoV amhVm AmhoV...
Vy ZH$mo AnamYr dmQy>Z KoCg ...VwPr Var H$m` MyH$ ...Vwbm

Va \$gdb§` `m gJù`mV ...A{VaoH$s g§KQ>Zm§Zr Vwbm
^S>H$db§..nT>db§ .. Am{U VwPmH$Sy>Z ho H$adyZ KoVb§ ..Am{U drg
-n§Mdrg dfmªÀ`m bhmZ d`mV Vwbm {ZVr_wë`o, gX²gX²{ddoH$~wÕr

Am{U gJù`mV AdKS> Aer _mUwgH$s H$er _m{hV AgUma?
ào_,ZmVr.ñdßZ§,ho gJi§ Vwbm WmoS>rM _m{hV hmoV§.. AmB©d{S>bm§Mo N>Ì
hadUo åhUOo H$m` AgV§, qH$dm hmVmdaMr _oh|Xr Jobr ZgVmZm Hw§$Hw$

nwgUo åhUOo H$m` AgV§, ho Vwbm Hw$R>o _m{hV hmoV§ ?VéU _wbJm
OmÊ`mZo H$m` hmoV§ ho nU Vwbm H$g§ H$iUma?H$Xm{MV AmO VwPohr

AmB© dS>rb `m Xþ:ImVAgy eH$Vrb ..nU OmD$XoV Zm...ho gd©
g_Om`bm VwÂ`mH$So> ^mdZm Hw$R>o AmhoV ?Vy Va A{VaoŠ`m§Mm
`§Ì_mZd Amhog...Am{U `§Ìmbm ^mdZm Hw$R>o AgVmV ..gmoS> ...VwPm

H$mhrM Xmof Zmhr Amho `m gJù`mV...

nÌ {b{hÊ`mg H$maU H$s ñdV…MrH$miOr Ko..H$mhr hd§
ZH$mo Vo _mJm`bm bmOy ZH$mog ...Vgohr VwÂ`m pIÙVrV Am_Mo
gaH$ma AmhoM ..H$miOr Zgmdr ..
IQ>bo ,H$moQ>© Va Mmby amhUma ..H$g§ Amho Zm, Am_À`m

gma»`m ^m~S>çm OZVoMr g_OyV Kmbm`bm åhUyZ hm gJim
XoImdm Amho ...Am_À`m OI_m Va H$Yrhr ^aUma ZmhrV ,nU {h
OwO~r _b_nÅ>rAmho Ag§ g_O.~mH$s \$mer dJ¡ao{ejm PmbrM Va
X`oMm AO© H$am`M§ bjmV AgwXoV ,åhUOo Pmb§ ...OmñV {dMma
H$ê$Z nümVmn dJ¡ao H$ê$Z KoD$ ZH$mog ...nwT>Mr Xhm ~mam df© Va

AerM OmVrb ..._J Vy {h {dgaerb Am{U gwQ>erb `m gJù`mVyZ

.
nÌmÀ`m eodQ>r EdT>M {b{hVo, OJmV EH$ _moR>r Ý`m`
g§ñWm Amho AOyZ 'Ë`mMr' VodT>m _mÌ bjmV R>od..

-EH$ _mUyg
{à`m§H$m åhmiJr
(Mm¡Wo df©)

The sound of an ambulance shrieking and
calling for help, The feet of doctors hustling
around , trolleys stretchers & wheelchairs
scattered all over , alarm bells on the nurses
station , cleaners shouting at relatives to come
only during visiting hours . Life in a hospital,
this is the exteriors but the inner realms of it are
still undiscovered.
The truth is, besides just being an institution; a
hospital is the reflection of life and death.
“Every single moment is a coincidence; but this
moment is different.” Words so true for those
moments spent fighting for your life on a
surgeons table. Today, as a patient I have
submitted and surrendered my life to a doctor.
My life in the hospital is my conflict between
life & death, between a survivor and a struggler.
They say there is no place for emotions in a
hospital, but ironically it's built on that. My
doctor's assurance, my trust in him. For me, all
these strangers become a part of my life
changing cycle; like my second family.
For every smile I received, every touch of
concern & healing I got, for every attempt to
make my life living special. I am eternally
grateful. Some call it their deadliest nightmares,
some a life changing atmosphere .My hospital
stay wasn't just about watching white coats go
by and green curtains fly by; it was a
realization pathway of how important this life
is.
The world labels hospitals & doctors as money
minded but really, when I saw my doctor
struggle to save the life of a stranger , the nurse
who medicated me like I was the only priority ,
my therapist making me stand on my feet so I
can be who I was . It dawned on me how
different this world is of a hospital .Those I
shared with my hospital room partner, those
hours spent watching the TV aimlessly, and the
moment of relief when I heard “go home”.
Though all in this entire journey I took upon
unwillingly has left a scar on my foot & an
impression on my heart. Ironically, you got to
be there to uncover those realms about a
hospital life.
They make you live because just surviving isn't
enough.
Prachi Jajoo,
IV BPTh

one day a girl comes to me ...she had
something to get noticed about..... her eyes
were dark black and sparkling... had an urge
to know more about her proposed project...
not very fair skinned girl but definitely the
one who will keep an impression in your
mind....
I was surely impressed.. she had come with
her friend to discuss few things....
slowly the interactions increased...we almost

met every day in these 3-4 months.... and
one day for a month she was posted under
me in shoulder club.. very polite, hard
working soft spoken girl..always wanted to
learn new things...sometimes very
innovative....but I used to think she is very
mature girl for her age... she was a single
child but surely was not spoilt or did nt have
attitude...
her name was always on my lips in that
month..eventually she completed her
posting with me n went for her next posting

and in a few days I heard about her accident
n that she is no more
I was shocked ...could not think about
anything for few mins. .just those sparkling
eyes with a sweet smile was coming in front
of me....i will surely miss them...n definitely
we are going to miss a good physiotherapist
who was shaping up in TEJAL.. I will miss
you Tejal
may god keep her in peace..
Dr. Himani Pandit

to write about someone you need to know the person well.. if not understand or
relate to him/her exactly..
to miss somenone you need to have shared parts of your lives together..
with tejal it all came with the association we all had with her for the past 4.5 years..
the tejal I knew since my 1st yr FC days was a sweet soft spoken girl who would call a
spade just that.. she was exceptionally gifted as an artist.. u could say she was born
with a magic paint brush in her hand! her paintings and craft work just drew one
compliment from everyone who saw it,‖AWESOME‖.. words wouldn't be enough
anyway.
I like to believe she is still around.. out of sight just because we aren't posted together.
wish we had more interactions together Tejal.. you are missed..
-Kalashree

Roll No. 1… The first person to be ―faadod‖ for
exams.. The first to face class presentations..
but the last one to say no when asked to do
something. A cool casual person.. She took
life as it came.. I was not that close to her
though she was always around me posted in
the same hospitals.. Still ill never forget the
quiet humble artistic girl who touched our
lives with the beauty of her sketches.. our class
will miss you!!!
Annabel D'souza.

Miss You
TEJAL
―Everything happens for a reason‖ they
say...Somehow I fail to find the reason
out here. Tejal Akolkar- apart from
being a fine artist had much more to
her. She was the calmest n most
composed person I've seen. Nothing
would ever shake her up, not even a
long list of patients to treat or the
toughest vivas . Her reaction after every
exam was patent –―it was fine‖. The
twinkle in her eyes, her sarcasm, her
kindness, her punctuality, her sincerity
and her helpful nature would complete
her as a perfect human being. She was
the happiest child in our class...never
involved in any controversies, fights or
quarrels.
Sometimes certain questions have no
answers...this is one of them. Why did
this have to happen?
I miss you Roll no.1
-Roll no.2
A shear genius, God's own creative
creation. It was not very old that v had
been close friend, just last yr Feb... Had
awesome memories of our Goa trip
together. Had much to share care and
–Gala...
" I dont think I can ever judge the
people close to me..", you said.. That
was our first ever heart to heart
conversation, something I'd never
forget. I would always ask you, "how
can you be so calm and relaxed??".
You'd just smile at me out of modesty. I
miss how you'd correct my marathi,
how you'd laugh at my lame jokes,
how you'd analyze the silliest of my
paintings and still have something nice
to say.. Always! Your selflessness,
honesty and every-ready-to-help
attitude made you stand out
everywhere. You never spoke a lot, but
you still managed to fill our lives with
so many vibrant and incredible hues.
The place you're in today is a lot more
colourful because of you!
We miss you, terribly..
Sakina…
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Dear Tejal.
You won't fade or pass away,
for in my heart you have come to stay;
Like no one sees the winds that blow,
your memories will come and go;
I won't weep, for in my heart you are,
a place which is never far.
Megha Nair
(Intern)
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